Bedtime problems and night awakenings are common cause of paediatric consultation and sleep disorders in children can compromise quality of life of both children and families. It is known that chronic sleep deprivations is associated with poorer developmental outcome, overweight and behavioral disturbances. Clinicians should incorporate questions about sleep into their routine health assessment, and the assessment of insomnia should follow a medical approach. Primary and secondary contributing factors should be assessed, as well as maladaptive behaviors related to sleep. In order to identify childhood insomnia clinicians must be willing to observe children and listen to them closely. Symptoms of pediatric insomnia may include: difficulties falling asleep, episodes of waking up in the night with inability to go back to sleep or waking up early in the morning. Patients may be chronically tired or show academic or behavioral difficulties, with hyperactive components.
A careful examination of sleep/wake schedule, abnormal movements or behavior during sleep, and daytime consequences of sleep disruption or deprivation is mandatory. Sleeping environment and bedtime routines should be examined to identify behavioral issues related to sleep. Polysomnography is not routinely indicated for children with insomnia, but actigraphy can give an objective estimation of sleep parameters. All medical treatments for chronic pediatric insomnia are off label, but advances in clinical evidence are emerging; behavioral therapies like cognitive behavioral therapy provide non-pharmacologic alternatives that help rewire disrupted sleep patterns and sleep hygiene should be implemented. The aim of the present talk is to summarize recent advances in the field of clinical pediatric sleep medicine: a phenotype-based classification of pediatric insomnia, based on both genetic and clinical aspects is proposed; clinical evaluation, short time and chronic sequelae are described; several tools for clinical assessment and treatment options of paediatric insomnia, useful in the daily clinical practice of pediatricians, are presented.
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The future perspectives of allergen immunotherapy in childhood Stefania Arasi 1,2 , Giovanni B Pajno
Allergen immunotherapy (AIT) is the only currently available treatment that targets the etio-pathophysiology and may modulate the natural history of IgE-mediated diseases [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Childhood represents the best timeframe to influence the immune system and alter the progression of allergic diseases during the early phases of respiratory allergic diseases [3, 6] . There is evidence that AIT constitutes a suitable therapeutic option to be considered in patients suffering from allergic rhino-conjunctivitis (AR) due to grass pollen and wishing to take advantage of AIT's long-term effect (at least one year after cessation of AIT course) on AR and its potential preventive effect on asthma development [1] . AIT might be a strategy to prevent the development of new sensitization(s) [3, 6] . Furthermore, a growing body of evidence support the use of oral immunotherapy as a promising treatment option in children with persistent IgE-mediated food allergy [2, 5] . The efficacy of AIT is under investigation also in patients with extrinsic atopic dermatitis, currently with controversial results. Overall, the interest and the attention to AIT treatment are currently fervent and increasing. However, there are still some methodological criticisms and gaps to be filled in the current body of evidence: a) the regimen of administration and the amount of the maintenance dose are both largely variable; b) the protocols of administration are not standardized; c) the description and classification of side effects is variable among studies and needs to be standardized; d) quality of life and evaluation of health economics are overall missing. All these aspects make difficult to compare each study with another. In addition, the content of major allergen(s) remains largely variable among manufacturers and the availability of AIT products differences among countries. The development of integrated care pathways incorporating (educating and training) primary and secondary care, as well as the availability of high quality AIT products and global actions aimed to develop a harmonized international approach to regulate AIT products are awaited in order to implement AIT in clinical practice. Well-designed studies are awaited in the near future in order to overcome the current gaps in the evidence and furtherly promote implementation strategies with the final goal of a "precision medicine/prevention", tailored on each specific clinical sub-group.
Background
The improvements in the sanity field have led to an increase of chronic diseases in spite of acute ones. This trend has generated the knowledge of co-morbidity of the primary disease. Furthermore, as known, chronic diseases affect mostly adults, who suffer more than children the hospitalization phase. This is the reason why, recently, the telemonitoring, which is a kind of remote assistance, is really starting to catch on. In a first phase just single devices have been adopted. Nowadays technologies let us to use platforms, based on a distributed system. A distributed system is a model in which components communicate and coordinate their actions by passing messages through bluetooth connection. The components interact with each other in order to achieve a common goal.
Materials and methods
The Vivisol telemedicine platform allows the unit to perform both telemonitoring and telediagnostics. The integrated medical devices, which are CE certified, are the following: spirotel spirometer/spirodoc spirometer, nonin 9560 pulse oximeter, HS5 iHealth bluetooth scale, 3MLitman stethoscope, ForaCare thermometer, iHealth weight glucometer, iHealth sphygmomanometer. Patients will make measurements from the home through devices.
All the measurements will be read by the doctor or by a 24/24 operating call center that will perform the triage and then, if needed, doctors will be called Results It is expected, as already seen in other projects, to obtain important results that can be summarized in the following points: fewer accesses to the hospital, lowering of vital parameters, autonomy of the patient who will learn to manage the symptomatology better.
Conclusions
The introduction of a platform, which can be easily assembled and used, guarantees the patient greater security in the management of home-based therapies and an immediate recognition of critical problems, which will allow to have a clinical stability and therefore also a reduction in cost management by the national health system.
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Obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) is a common condition of childhood with significant associated morbidity. The comprehensive evaluation of children who present with suggestive symptoms involves the overnight recording and assessment of both sleep and respiration by polysomnography in a sleep laboratory. The common symptom of pediatric OSAHS include snoring, restless sleep, struggling to breathe, abnormal paradoxical chest/abdomen motion, mouth breathing, failure-to-thrive. Obesity and excessive daytime sleepiness are present. The studies demonstrate that pediatric OSAHS are characterized by partial upper airway obstruction, more or less apnea and associated with staged desaturation. Apnea hypopnea index (AHI), lowest oxygen saturation (LSaO2) and desaturation index below 90% (SIT90%) are very important factors to measure about serious degree of pediatric OSAHS. Physical examination, subjective symptoms and clinical history, these three items were used to create a sleep clinical score (SCS). SCS may effectively be used to screen patients as candidates for polysomnography study for suspected OSA syndrome, and to enable those with a mild form of sleep disordered breathing to receive early treatment.
(polychlorinated biphenyl, alkylphenols, phthalates) and plantderived substances such as phytoestrogens. The negative effects that endocrine disruptors have on health are multiple: from prenatal damage during the development of the central nervous system with consequent cognitive and behavioral impairment, to obesity and type 2 diabetes mellitus. Scientific evidence also indicate endocrine disruptors as substances that can reduce fertility through a reduction in sperm count, cause anomalies in the development of external genitalia in males (cryptorchidism), and alter the morphology of the penis (reduced dimensions or anomalous urethral opening). In females these substances seem to contribute to precocious breast development (thelarche), which has been evidenced in several countries including Italy. It is therefore important for the Pediatrician to transmit concrete information regarding this subject to patients and families in order to apply correct behaviors that may reduce exposure to endocrine disruptors. The development of a new vaccine aims at meeting medical and public health needs, making use of scientific knowledge and technological achievements [1] . Inactivation and attenuation still remain the main processes of vaccine production, but different modern techniques in molecular biology and genetic engineering led to the development and manufacturing of new inactivated antigens and attenuated pathogens [2] . Vaccine manufactured with new technologies are used in the immunization practice for some time. Hepatitis B vaccines produced in yeast by recombinant DNA technology have now been available for over twenty-five years, replacing those based on purification of plasma of infected individuals, and consenting the implementation of large vaccination programs [3] . Recently, other recombinant vaccines have been created (HPV, malaria, Herpes Zoster and others). Moreover, the sequencing of microbial genomes allowed the identification of new protective factors and the expression of the predicted genes in bacteria: the resulting proteins can be used to immunize against specific diseases (reverse vaccinology) [4] . Also, vectored vaccines were developed utilizing non-pathogenic viruses as carriers that incorporate and express the gene for a pathogen [5] (Dengue, HIV, etc.). Despite these attainments, production of some vaccines extensively employed in public health programs, such as measles, remains anchored to "old" technologies, and development of vaccines against important still non-preventable pathologies has been unsuccessful so far, although several new projects are ongoing. The pharmaceutical and clinical development of new vaccines lasts several years or indefinitely [6] . Indeed, their development represents a sort of continuum: following the marketing authorization, effectiveness studies, post-marketing surveillance and phase IV clinical trials may lead to changes in the pharmaceutical formulation and to applications for new indications. In the recent history, different examples show how the scientific and technological progress has allowed researchers and producers not only to develop new vaccines, but also to re-develop those needing improvement, thus increasing the potentialities and benefits of vaccination.
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How a vaccine is developed
Sepsis is associated with substantial morbidity in hospitalized children, remaining one of the leading causes of death, even in advanced countries. [1] Data from 15 Italian Pediatric Intensive Care Units (PICUs) reported mortality as high as 50% in children with septic shock. [2] To improve such dismal outcome, specific protocols for the management of severe sepsis and septic shock have been adopted by several centers worldwide. Most of these protocols are derived from the Surviving Sepsis Campaign Guidelines (SSCG), which were first released in 2008 and regularly updated since then. [3, 4] Key elements for appropriate treatment of sepsis are similar both in adults and children, including early recognition and rapid establishment of early goal-directed therapy. A small set of evidencebased practices, such as optimal fluid resuscitation, administration of broad spectrum antibiotics and use of inotropic or vasopressor agents, constitute a "sepsis bundle", a tool to be timely applied adopting specific algorithms. [5, 6] Indeed, implementation of sepsis bundles by quality improvement strategies have been associated with improved outcomes in the emergency department (ED), such as reduced mortality and length of hospital stay. [7, 8] However, implementation and maintenance of adherence of SSCG are not easy tasks. Workman et al. evaluated the association between timely delivery of therapy (three elements of a bundle, to be accomplished within 1 hour) and development of multiple organ failure in 321 children presenting in ED with septic shock. [9] Of note, only 36% of patients received all bundle measures within 1 hour. Interestingly, the majority of remaining patients did so within 3 hours, showing comparable primary and secondary outcomes, raising doubts about the need to keep the "septic shock clock" always so strict. [10] In a prospective study, Paul et al. investigated adherence to SSCG in their pediatric ED, looking at five time-specific goals, i.e. early recognition, vascular access, fluids, vasopressors, and antibiotic administration. Of note, just a minority of patients were treated according to the SSCG. Yet, after launching vigorous quality improvement initiatives among their ED staff, they achieved an impressively higher and sustained adherence to the SSCG algorithm. [7] In conclusion, early recognition and rapid protocolized treatment are essential for children with septic shock. A timely application of sepsis bundles may markedly improve performance in the management of these very sick patients, potentially ameliorating their outcome. Further studies are needed to provide stronger evidence about the effectiveness of sepsis bundles, as well as to consistently increase the overall adherence to the new sepsis guidelines. Respiratory failure is a condition of inadequate gas exchange. There is a wide range of causes, in children, leading to acute or chronic respiratory failure due either to progressive lung disease, or to respiratory pump function deficit that can be grouped into three main categories: a loss of central respiratory drive to breathe; ineffective thoracic musculoskeletal function; disorders of the respiratory tract [1, 2] . The latter group includes children with progressive neuromuscular disorders (NMD). These patients undergo major respiratory complications for many reasons including inspiratory muscles weakness and ineffective cough; scoliosis due to decreased muscle support; decreased spontaneous movement, which reduces the normal redistribution of ventilation; high prevalence of gastro-oesophageal reflux and weakness of the facial, oropharyngeal, and laryngeal muscles that can result in a compromised swallow and secretion clearance. It has been reported the effect of upper respiratory tract infections on reductions in respiratory muscle strength and, consequently, cause symptoms like shortness of breath, reduction in vital capacity, and acute hypercapnia. Low respiratory infections increase respiratory load, increasing the stiffness of the lung (as atelectasis) and increasing respiratory rate. [3, 4, 5] . All NMD patients must learn appropriate airway clearance techniques and introduce cough-machine. Patients with limited respiratory function must also be trained in Non-Invasive Ventilation (NIV). It is important to intercept, treat and prevent respiratory infections because the rate of them affects the child and family's quality of life. Discussions about prognosis and how far treatment should go in the event of deterioration should take place in every progressive NMD and patient with progressive chronic respiratory failure, with active involvement of the patient and family [6, 7] .
Receiving support from a multidisciplinary care medical team can make a difference in the life of the patient with respiratory failure and his/her family. Child with respiratory failure, especially if ventilated, calls into question the very bases of biomedicine, which is often strict, to propose a peer relationship (health care professionals, social workers, patients and families) in which different knowledge intersect essentially to sustain the life, and the quality of life, of the child [8] .
In paediatric clinical practice the treatment of respiratory failure raises ethical questions about the utility and limitations of therapeutic intervention, particularly for children dependent on technology; home caregivers' burden and, because children with respiratory failure often are not or cannot be involved in healthcare, parents' and guardians' role in decision making and proxy consent for these children's healthcare choice [9, 10] . Background: media use among people is increasing year by year thanks to the advancement of technology. Also very young children spend times using a social media device (MD) and most of them have their own tablet device. Quite all young children live in home with some type of mobile device and in most of cases there is a television in kid's bedroom. Moreover, nearly half of them watch television or play videogames before bedtime. Parents give media devices to children in order to entertain them during meals or in public place to avoid noise. Most of adults think that media device may be useful also to learn foreign languages and to improve their knowledge. Aim of the study is to analyze the evidences of MD (television, web programs, videos and mobile/interactive technologies) in pre-school children.
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Smarthpone and tablets exposure in early childhood
Material and Methods: We analyzed both beneficial and negative effects of MD use on children's mental and physical health in order to discuss age-appropriate child's exposure to media. Results: Scientific evidences have shown that MD use may interfere with: learning and development. On one hand, young children need direct interaction with parents for brain's development [1, 2] . On the other hand, young children can learn words through video if specific conditions are fulfilled: educational apps have been demonstrated to promote learning among preschool children [3] well-being. Evidences suggested that there is an association between tablets usage, weight gain and physical discomfort especially involving neck and shoulders [4, 5] sleep. The MD use before sleep correlate to sleep quality [6] sight. The MD use in children correlate to sight difficulties, such as acute acquired comitant exotropia [7] listening. A prolonged exposition of eardrums to intense levels may lead to a dangerous sound immersion without a break period for ears. Discussion: Pediatricians have an important role in educating the children exposure to MD. They should dedicate time during pediatrician controls to inform parents about the beneficial and side effects of MD according to children's age. Conclusions: In according to the American Academy of Pediatrics we suggest that MD exposure in childhood should be modulated on the basis of clinical evidence and on the age of children, in order to avoid side effects [8] .
Clinicians generally use the term "tall stature" to define a height more than two standard deviations above the mean for age and sex [1] . In most cases, these subjects present with familial tall stature or a constitutional advance of growth which is diagnosed by excluding other conditions associated with overgrowth. Nevertheless, it is critical to identify situations in which tall stature or an accelerated growth rate indicate an underlying disorder. [2] A careful physical evaluation allows the classification of tall patients into two groups: those with a normal appearance and those with an abnormal appearance including disproportion or dymorphism (Table 1) . In the first case, the growth rate has to be evaluated and, if it is normal for age and sex, the subject may be considered as having familial tall stature or constitutional advance of growth or they may be obese, while if the growth rate is increased, pubertal status and thyroid status should be evaluated. Tall subjects having an abnormal appearance can be divided into proportionate and disproportionate syndromic patients. Before initiating further investigations, the clinician needs to perform both careful physical examination and growth evaluation. To exclude pathological conditions, the causes of pathological tall stature need to be considered, although most children are healthy and generally do not require treatment to cease growth progression. In specific cases, a familial tall stature subject can be treated by inducing puberty early with the aim of inducing early complete fusion of the epiphyses and achievement of final height. Referrals to a pediatric endocrinologist for assessment of a child with tall stature are much less frequent than for short stature. This is because tall stature has a wider social acceptance.
References:
1. Meazza C, Gertosio C, Giacchero R, Pagani S, Bozzola M. Tall stature: a difficult diagnosis? Ital J Pediatr. 2017 3;43:66. 2. Corredor B, Dattani M, Gertosio C, Bozzola M. Tall stature: a challenge for clinicians. Current Pediatric Reviews 2018 (in press).
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Tuberculosis from Koch to the immigrant child: which evolution? Danilo Buonsenso 1,2 , Luigi Cataldi Child tuberculosis (TB) is a silent epidemic involving about one million children each year; of those, nearly one in four die. Children with TB rarely die if they receive standard treatment, but 90% of them worldwide are left untreated. This widespread neglect means the loss of a million children every four years, a not acceptable tragedy if we consider that TB is a preventable, treatable and curable disease. Considering that equal access to medical care is a basic human right, the continuing medical neglect of child TB constitutes a real human rights violation. This neglect can no longer be excused nor accepted not only by political institutions, but also by medical organizations and by every single doctors, particularly pediatricians. Ending the child TB epidemic requires local interventions, sensitive to social and cultural context, to reach at-risk children using simple tools for active screening and diagnosis. Even in resource-limited areas, projects like DETECT Child TB are demonstrating that medical professionals diagnose and treat TB in children, even at the community level. Screening households where an adult is diagnosed with TB to see if children have been exposed in the home must become the standard implemented everywhere. Where The Union has piloted this approach in Uganda, 72 percent of at-risk children were able to receive preventive TB treatment, up from less than five percent previously. In the long run, greater investment in research and development needs to deliver better diagnostics, treatments and an effective vaccine that prevents TB. In this study, we will discuss the historical developments of these tools and how this have to be included in routine practice. As pediatricians, we cannot forget our public role as guarantors of the health and rights of every child. Critical is the relationship between ophthalmologist and pediatrics in order to prevent ocular disorders affecting visual development and to plan the right timing for children ophthalmological screening. Amblyopia is a disorder characterized by abnormal processing of visual images in the brain during a critical period of vision development, resulting in a functional reduction of visual acuity. It is associated with conditions that interfere with normal binocular vision, such as strabismus (ocular misalignment), anisometropia (a difference in refractive power between the two eyes), bilateral refractive error, and media opacity (such as cataracts) or other blockage of the visual pathway (such as ptosis or eyelid drooping). We present main prescholar screening tests and the more frequent emergency diseases that pediatrics could have to face up in their practice. Red reflex is a test that can detect potentially life-threatening ocular abnormalities and, despite the high number of false positives, the red reflex test has proven to be a useful, easy to perform and low cost test for the early detection of congenital low vision diseases. The base of the red reflex test is that if the ophthalmoscope light directly placed on the optic axis of the dilated pupil, the pupil area would seem in a uniform light orange (close to red) color. The term "red reflex" is the reflection of the fundus color (the color combination of vascular area and choroid pigments), which returns to the front via the transparent eye path (vitreous, lens, aqueous, and the cornea). Any resentment placed within this path in the eye, partially or completely prevents the reflection, and would appear as a black mark or a shadow. More frequent pediatric ophthalmological emergency conditions and their appropriate management are presented. Direct evidence on effectiveness of preschool vision screening for improving visual acuity or other clinical outcomes remains limited and does not adequately address whether screening is more effective than no screening. Early intervention is critical to prevent treatable causes of vision loss in children, then screening for impaired visual acuity in primary care settings could identify children with vision problems at a critical period of visual development and lead to interventions to improve vision, function, and quality of life. Limited are the evidences in relation to the effectiveness of visual screening tests in pediatric patients.
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Ophthalmologist and pediatrics
The editorial process is a complex work that needs content knowledge, continuous updating, time, organization. Many actors including Authors, Publisher, Editors, Reviewers and Technical Staff are involved [1] . Authors should have followed formatting requirements, manuscript structure, literature citation style and original articles should have obtained approval of Ethical Committee when appropriate. Then, the editorial office must check if the Authors have effectively followed the instructions for Authors of the journal and, when it is necessary, have received the permission to publish material, already appeared in other articles from the Publisher. Editor is a pivot figure in the publication and verifies the content and the process of the script itself. If all conditions of writing are satisfied the Editor receives the manuscript. He sends the paper to reviewers, usually two, to check its quality; otherwise he can take the decision of rejecting Invasive infectious diseases represent threatening conditions in pediatric age: prescription of the most targeted therapy is essential for a good prognosis. Revision of the available diagnostic methods described in English Literature for pathogen identification. Polymerase chain reaction methods can identify pathogens in approximately 6 hours directly from biological fluids, some kits disclosing the presence of genes related to antibiotic resistance. Identification is not influenced by the antinfective therapies prescribed, however it is limited to the kit pathogen panel and both false positive (e.g. contamination) and false negative results (e.g. poor pathogen load) may be obtained [1, 2, 3] . Mass spectrometry is performed on positive cultures: pathogen identification may be accelerated of about 48 hours compared to traditional methods. "Protein spectres" are compared to those encoded in the kit library, so that identification is limited to the species here collected. Methods to identify resistance profiles through mass spectrometry are in progress [4] . Traditional methods as standard identification from cultures and antibiotic susceptibility testing are based on EUCAST guidelines [5] . Pathogen isolation and susceptibility testing on positive cultures remain the gold standard for microbiological diagnosis in infectious diseases. However, mass spectrometry and polymerase chain reaction methods could be adjunctive diagnostic tools for an early diagnosis. Creation and Evolution theories share two major features: uniqueness and variability of human kind. This approach is new in that bypasses the age-old problem about their conflicting relationship.
In the Bible (Genesis 1 and2) there are at least 4 examples showing how Creation and Evolution theories concerning the origin of mankind share the above two properties: Babel's Tower, the creation of man, the Great Flood and the creation of Eva. Evolution theories are based upon the results of paleontologic, anthropologic, ethnic, linguistic and genetic studies. Along Adam and Eva's traces, the molecular clock and genoma studies, the genealogic tree of human kindship has been reconstructed [1] . The comparative studies have confirmed that the first traces of humans have appeared in the Northern Tanzania and that the migration process known as "out of Africa" has started from that area of the world for further colonization of all lands of the planet. Skin color is one of the most conspicuous ways in which humans vary and has been widely used to define human races. Recent studies have definitely proven that the variations in skin color are adaptive and related to the regulation of ultraviolet (UV) radiation penetration in the integument and its direct and indirect effect on good health [2] . The earliest members of the mankind lineage probably had a mostly unpigmented or lightly pigmented integument covered by dark black hairs, similar to that of the modern chimpanzee [3] . The evolution of a naked, darkly pigmented skin occurred early in the evolution of the genus Homo. A dark epidermis protected sweat glands from UVinduced injury, thus insuring the integrity of thermoregulation. Of greater significance in individual reproductive success was that highly melanized skin protected against UV-induced proteolysis of folate, a metabolite that is essential for normal development of the embryonic neural tube and spermatogenesis. As hominides migrated out of Africa, varying degrees of depigmentation evolved in order to permit UV-induced synthesis of previtamin D3. Generally speaking the impact of UV-eradiation on skin increases by latitude and decreases by altitude. Recent observations explain the apparent exceptions to the general rule, like the Ituin group in Eskimo population. In general, females require a lighter color of the skin to synthesize more amounts of Vitamin 3, necessary during pregnancy and location [3] . Thus skin coloration in humans is adaptive and labile. Skin pigmentation levels have changed more than once in human evolution (similar to the alternation of glaciation and desertification). Because of that, the skin coloration should not be considered of value in determining phylogenetic relationship among modern human groups. An ongoing research project supported by two Italian ONLUS Associations ("Friends Raising" and "Alpha-1-antiyrypsin") is aimed to search in the population of Northern Tanzania the pathogenetic mutations that have been detected in Europe, Asia, America, Oceania and to verify their role ibn the development of cryptogenic cirrhosis and HCC [4] that carry a high incidence in that area of the world. The background of the project is based upon two robust points: the "out of Africa" migration process and upon the finding of pathogenetic mutations in black Americans (Afro-Americans) [5] who have moved from the black Africa to America in more recent years for reason other than the original "out of Africa". The project sounds as Alpha-1-antitrypsin would return back home.
The purpose of a nutritional assessment in pediatrics is to document a normal growth and to identify children who need further clinical investigations, since a difficult growth can be the first sign of many diseases. Moreover, a poor nutritional status can modify the therapeutic choices, such as the timing of a surgical operation. Clinical evaluation of the nutritional status is an essential part of the pediatric visit, in both inpatients and outpatients. It does not require particular instruments, but only of a regular systematic approach which is the essential prerequisite for a longitudinal analysis. A child is in good health if her/his growth complies with her/his genetic potential in accordance to normality parameters, namely according to percentiles and z-scores for age and sex. Therefore, the assessment of growth in a child is not only essential to document his/her nutritional status, but it is an essential screening tool for any disease occurring with a reduction of growth-rate. When functional UI occurs during nighttime is named enuresis. Enuresis may be the only one LUTS (monosymptomatic) or may be associated with daytime LUTS (nonmonosymptomatic). Diagnostic evaluation for functional UI aims to exclude organic disorder, to categorize the problem as one of the forms of functional UI and to identify comorbidities (constipation, psychiatric/psychologic disorders). Necessary information can be acquired using non-invasive procedures: detailed medical history, bladder and bowel diary, physical examination and urinalysis. Sonography is used to investigate renal abnormalities, bladder, and rectum. Pathological amounts of postvoiding residual urine (PVR) and relevant thickening of the bladder wall are indications of a bladder voiding disorder. A retrovesically extended rectum indicates constipation. International Consultation on Incontinence (ICI) [2] recommends a specialistic assessment for children with functional UI associated with recurrent/febrile urinary tract infections (UTI), dysfunctional voiding and pathologic PVR. In the other cases, the mainstay of the non specialistic management is urotherapy (educational and rehabilitative procedures); however, some patients will need supportive medication in addition. Conclusions: Urinary incontinence in children is a heterogeneous phenomenon. Functional forms are much more common than organic ones. Diagnosis and therapy of functional UI are based on noninvasive diagnostic evaluation. Urotherapy is the most important therapeutic cornerstone. Phytotherapy has ancient origins but despite this, even today, its use for health purposes is widespread in both adults and children. Many food supplements on the market, contain, among their components, plant extracts. This aspect is particulary relevant in Italy, where the use of food supplements containing plant extracts (botanicals) prevails compared to herbal medicines, unlike what happens in other European Countries. However, there is a marked difference, both from a regulatory point of view and sales to the public, between botanicals and herbal drugs. The main differences, however, concern their clinical use: food supplements can in fact maintain, optimize or support a function, but cannot boast a therapeutic action, that is the sole competence of drugs [1] . It should however be pointed out that plant extracts, whether they are drugs or food supplements, have important biological/pharmacological actions, interactions and even possible adverse side effects [2] . In the pediatric environment, there are plants or their extracts, which cannot be used or have age limits, others that require a dose reduction or caution. [3] It is therefore necessary to have a phytotherapy approach based on criteria and scientific evidence (Monographs, RCTs, clinical studies), exactly as for the medicine that uses synthetic drugs, always having in mind the need to operate according to "science and conscience" and the always valide principle "primum non nocere". To disseminate these concepts, in 2015, the Italian Federation of Pediatricians (FIMP) published the document "Linee guida di fitoterapia" [4] . The purpose of this report is to provide pediatricians with the skills to be able to advise, according to criteria of safety and effectiveness, the use of plant extracts in child care. Depression in adolescents is growing [1] . Doctors, particularly paediatricians, should intercept adolescents at risk as early as possible, becouse: social relations are negatively affected [3] , scholastic career completion is at risk [3] , only 25-50% of adolescents with depression are recognised and treated, risk of suicide. In Italy suicides represent 12% of deaths in 15-29 age range: second cause among males, third among females [2] , depression increases risk of suicide by 10-30 times [3] Clinic case of a 13 year-old adolescent who was inside depression criteria (Table 1) (Table 2 ) of DSM5 [4] . Main cause: indirect bullying at school (isolation from the group) [5] . What paediatricians should know: puberty and adolescence are characterised by swinging mood, strong emotions that can disguise a depressive state and make identification difficult; equivalent depressive conditions are: tedium, tiredness, abdominal pains, exhibitionism, hypersomnia, eating disorders and especially irascibility; giving up of social, sport and game activities without apparent reasons is symptomatic; careful anamnesis crucial to investigate familiarity; depressed people tend to recover spontaneously; risk becoming chronic and falls back (40% of cases in 2 years and up to 70% in 5 years [6] . What paediatricians should do: catching early signals to identify difficulties of the adolescents; during health state evaluation at a 12-14 year-old, making simple questions to eventually identify inconveniences, e.g.: How are you? Tell me something about what you do every day? Have you got friends? Carefully observe behaviours, just as a listener, avoiding expressing judgements, following the pace of the patient without imposing pressure and finally avoiding devalueing or trivialising the distress, understanding whether there are specific synptoms (depressed mood, melancholy, weeping, irascibility, loosing of interests or anger crisis); looking for alterations in sleepiness (hypersomnia, insomnia), nutrition (lack of appetite or bulimia nervosa), level of energy (fatigue) or will to undertake new activities; noticing whether melancholy is replaced by rage, as often happens, being the only way adolescents can express their distress. Latest guidelines published by Pediatrics in 2018 [7, 8] recommend training of physicians to identifying depressed adolescents, also using screening tests every year starting from 12. Pediatrician may adopt CDI-2 screening test (Children's Depression Inventory, second edition Maria Kovacs 2018) self-report version with 28 Items or brief version with only 12 Items (selfreport short) to identify as early as possible adolescents at risk.
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Urinary incontinence and enuresis
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Advancements in medical treatment and technology have increased the life expectancy of children with special health care needs. The shift from infancy to adulthood represents a delicate moment for the child who is growing up, and for his family. The management of the chronically ill child previously handled by the pediatrician, all-round spokesman of the clinical and organizational problems of the child and his family, is passed on to a greater number of specialists who manage the single health-related issues. This frequently translates in the loss of a holistic approach and with the family being left behind in a new and more fragmented system. Therefore, there is a need to identify collaborative process, tools and resources for all stakeholders involved in the transition process. The principal problematics to take in consideration while transitioning are: the acquisition of self-consciousness regarding their condition, the capacity to manage their chronic condition easily accessing the assistance services needed and the adequate integration to their social context. Essential to a successful transition is a correct "education" of the patient, to whom all the issues connected to his condition have been explained, making the patient participative of all the duties previously carried out by his caregivers. At the same time, it is necessary to identify adult specialists adequately trained to care for patients with childhood onset conditions. Seemingly important is for the pediatrician who is in charge of the child with chronic disease to have an identifiable representative in the multidisciplinary team of the referral center for the specific pathology, for an adequate handing over of the patient. Such take on of responsibility of the patient with identification of his issues, his needs and planning of future follow-up should be discussed by the referral team with a coordinated transfer of care and secure attachment to adult service. Multiple studies have demonstrated that an unsuccessful transition of care translates in higher rates of scarce compliance to therapy and frequent withdrawal from follow-up, increased hospitalizations for acute complications and inadequate prevention, frequent anxiety and stress disorder related to the loss of a contact person and the fear of a possible relapse or worsening of symptoms. All these problematics have negative consequences for quality of life of the patient and its family. Therefore, there is an increased need for planned programs for transition of youth with special health care needs from the pediatric system to adult health services. Short stature is one of the most common reasons for consultation for paediatricians and paediatric endocrinologists. The definition of short stature may vary, but it is commonly defined as a height is 2 standard deviations (SD) or more below the mean for children of that sex and chronologic age (and ideally of the same racial-ethnic group). The first thing first that a paediatrician must rule out is whether the short stature is a variant of normal growth or caused by a disease. When diseases like inflammatory bowel diseases, coeliac disease, cystic fibrosis, thyroid or adrenal diseases are excluded, then the most frequent causes of short stature are familial short stature (FSS), idiopathic short stature (ISS) and constitutional delay of growth and puberty (CDGP). The diagnosis of the causes underlying short stature sometimes is not easy and availability of growth velocity and growth trajectory is very important for a proper evaluation of a child with short stature. Assessing the severity of the short stature is also important to facilitate decisions about intervention, when appropriate. In recent years research has given a major contribution to facilitate the deciphering of short stature, with particular reference to discovering of new genes regulating the secretion of GH, IGF-1, ALS, etc. and new molecular mechanisms underlying growth and growth defects (ACAN, PAPPA-2, etc.). When a diagnosis is made, then the decision to treat or not to treat with GH must be taken; children with GH deficiency, Turner syndrome, SGA, may respond very well to treatment and increase their final height significantly. In other children the outcomes are less advantageous. The incomparable protective importance and highly favorable cost/ effective ratio of immunizations is particularly evident in preterm newborns, who, due to complications of prematurity, are more vulnerable to the harmful consequences of infectious diseases preventable by vaccination. Preterm infants, especially those with birth weight < 1500 g, may present a reduction of immune response as compared to term infants. Nevertheless, several studies, carried out to evaluate response to vaccination, suggested that they showed a satisfactory response to immunization and developed protective serum antibody levels, including the PCV-7, PCV-10, and PCV-13 pneumococcal vaccine, although slightly reduced as compared to term infants [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In those at higher risk, an additional booster dose may be warranted in order to ensure a similar response to that of term infants, as in the case of hepatitis B vaccine in infants with birth weight <2000 g. The same may apply to combined vaccines, as the hexavalent that should be administered in accordance to the summary of product characteristics [8] .
As for rotavirus vaccination in hospitalized infants, some recommendations suggest to wait until discharge [3] , while others consider safe its use in the NICU, with appropriate infection control precautions [8] [9] [10] .
The occurrence of vaccine-attributable adverse events (such as fever, local inflammatory reaction, prolonged crying, and irritability) are not increased in preterm vaccine recipients. However, extremely low birth weight infants, particularly if immunized before hospital discharge, may show episodes of apnea, bradycardia and desaturation, partly associated to an inflammatory response, that resolve spontaneously in most cases. It is therefore prudent to ensure a 48 hours period of observation and monitoring after administration in these infants [11, 12] .
In conclusion, according to guidelines issued several years ago and recently reaffirmed, preterm infants should be immunized following chronological age, or when stability has been reached, and should receive full vaccine doses [3] . The measles-mumps-rubella vaccination, to be administered usually after 12 months of age, is also highly recommended [13] ; the vaccine could be anticipated in the preterm, in relation to the lower risk of interference by maternal antibodies, which are no longer measurable after six months of age [14] . Although there are no particular contraindications to vaccination in preterm infants, other than those considered for term newborns, it is common to observe a delay of the beginning of vaccinations, as confirmed by both Italian [15, 16] and foreign studies. It is therefore highly needed a public information campaign, to disseminate the word on the incomparable resource available with vaccinations, and to underline the particular usefulness in some categories of high-risk patients, such as those born preterm.
The effect of media pressure has determined, in recent years, a lower interest of the population to immunization programmes, increasing the risk of serious consequences for health. The current National Vaccination Prevention Plan 2017-2019 develops in continuity to the previous one, sharing the general objective of harmonizing the prevention strategies actually carried out in Italy, in order to guarantee the full benefits of vaccination to the whole population. A series of strategies can be carried out in order to create organizational models that aim to increase vaccination coverage. Among these, especially with regards to the developmental age and adolescence, there are health education interventions and the administration of vaccinations in alternative settings. The School, for example, represents the ideal setting for the development of such actions [1] . In addition, internal communication among the various figures involved in the vaccination world (Pediatricians and Immunization Services Operators) is the basis of an effective system of cooperation that would lead to an improvement in coverage.
In the Health Local Unit (ASL) of Taranto, the integration of health promotion and vaccination programmes seems to be a sustainable solution: the comparative assessment of anti-HPV coverage strategies, suggests that school vaccination has resulted in significantly better outcomes than outpatient clinic one, for all the groups considered (overall 72.3% vs 55.6%) [2] . Similarly, the organization of joint assessment meetings of vaccination coverage for a single pediatrician, led to an average increase in vaccination coverage of about 10%. Building a cooperation system is necessary in order to achieve ambitious goals. The institutional reinforcement between public health and the education system, as well as a multidisciplinary collaboration approach in the vaccination field, are two excellent examples of how these strategies are crucial for achieving ideal coverage [3] .
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Child The physical abuse is defined as the intentional use of physical force against a child that results in-or has a high likelihood of resulting in-harm for the child's health, survival, development, or dignity. Much physical violence against children in the home is inflicted with the object of punishing [1] . Depending on the type of force involved, specific injury patterns are produced on the body of the child, the morphology and localization of which are forensically relevant [2] . Among the diverse lesions that it can be found in maltreated children, same are peculiar and may help to differentiate these forms from accidental injuries: -Localization: The localization of injuries can contribute decisively to differentiation between accidental origin and abuse-related causes (Figure 1a, b) . -Patterned bruising/injuries: Because of their morphology patterned injuries allow for conclusions as to the weapon used. "Tramline" bruises are a form of child abuse injury that is repeatedly observed; these represent a classic example of a patterned injury [3] . -Bite injuries: show a typical pattern since they reproduce the imprint of the teeth/dentition that caused them [4] . -Repeated injuries: The term repeated injuries refers to the coexistence of injuries of different ages [5] .
-Thermal heat injuries: differentiated as either scalds or burns. The severity of the resulting thermal lesion is the product of temperature and exposure time [6] [7] . Regarding the brain injuries, Shaken baby Syndrome / Abusive Head Trauma is one of the leading causes of death and disability in infant and young children [8] . It is difficult to estimate its incidence because not all the abused children reach the medical system [9] . For these reasons, long since the scientific community is working hard to identify certain data in order to reach accurate diagnosis of AHT. Several studies have demonstrated programs are effective in reducing the incidence of the syndrome. Starting from a national network of centres of excellence equipped with a protection team at five main teaching third -level hospitals, coordinated by the no profit organization Terre des Hommes, the prevention strategy, the target population and the main message were defined, according to the evidence derived from the international literature review combined with the expert in-the-field experiences. A prevention TV video spot and few synthetic parents-friendly information was provided in the first Italian dedicated web-site [www.nonscuoterlo.it]. This campaign represent an important step towards the prevention of SBS/AHT. In 2008 were published the first recommendations for the use and interpretation of 24-h ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM) in children [1] . In the American guideline for screening and Management of high blood pressure, published in 2017, the rule and importance of ABPM in children was emphasized [2] . ABPM is more accurate for diagnosis of Hypertension (HTN) than office-measured blood pressure (BP), is more reproducible than home BP and more predictive of adult BP than office BP. In addition ABPM is superior to office BP to identify patients at the highest risk for target organ damage. ABPM values correlates with left ventricular hypertrophy and carotid intima media thickness, known cardiovascular risk factor. Data provided by ABPM consist of the mean of systolic and diastolic blood pressure values recorded during 24 h and, separately, during daytime and nighttime. The suggested frequency of the measurements is 3-4 per hour during daytime and 2-3 per hour during the night. At least 1 or 2 valid readings should be obtained per hour to consider an ABPM interpretable. According to Guidelines ABPM is useful to confirm HTN in children with office elevate BP values and permit to identify white coat HYT (elevated office BP, normal BP on ABPM) or masked HYT (normal office BP, elevated BP on ABPM). ABPM make it possible to verify the efficacy of therapy, especially when clinic or home BP measurements indicate insufficient BP response. Finally it is useful for the assessment of BP variability, the circadian BP decline from day to night called "dipping" should be > 10% and BP load. BP load excess of 25% is considered abnormal. The American Guidelines recommend routine use of ABPM in children with high-risk conditions: secondary HYT, chronic kidney disease (CKD), diabetes, solid-organ transplant, obesity, obstructive sleep apnea syndrome and in some genetic syndrome (neurofibromatosis, Williams). As we reported in a recent publication [3] however, some critical points concerning its use. In particular, the lack of solid reference values for normal subjects within an age range of 5-16 years and the use of appropriate cuff size and validated monitors. In conclusion in the last years the use of ABPM is increasing. ABPM was recognized useful to identify and classify children with HTN, but we need more normative ABPM data across sex, race and age. Treatment of pediatric/adolescent obesity is of interest for the entire community in terms of multifactoriality and comorbidity. All isolated strategies result less or at all efficacious [1] [2] . The child interacts with the environment. Besides family, other microsystems play a role in his development: school, work, church, recreation and sports [3] . Family is the main actor of changes, at least until age 10-12 years, but it is not enough to work only with it during the adolescence. The adolescent should be sustained in his maturation and need of autonomy, ensuring support for motivation, self-esteem and self-efficacy [4] . School (peers, teachers and the entire system) is decisive for relationships, and, therefore, it is a privileged place for implementation of prevention and treatment. In healthcare a network of services is necessary. Different professionals should be involved with shared training and a life-course approach. Professionals should be trained to work on different levels with a shared method and to cooperate in teams. Food and sport lifestyles should be approached with therapeutic education and motivational interviews [2, 5] . In the first healthcare level the primary care pediatrician represents the main reference for child/adolescent with obesity and his family. Besides prevention and identification of children who should undergone treatment, his task is to motivate the family towards treatment and support them in time, act as a mediator, participate in decisions when a superior level intervention is required [6] . The second level should receive secondary, severe, already complicated or unresponsive patients [7] . It should be organized by health districts and requires a multidisciplinary team, which includes a pediatrician, a dietitian and a psychologist with documented experience. The role of the team is to define the patient's clinical picture and activate a personalized multidisciplinary therapeutic intervention. If severe comorbidities persist, patient should be sent to third level care in specialized centers for the evaluation and treatment of comorbidities on a multidisciplinary basis, including a possible surgical approach [5] . The main obstacles to success of this model, that currently needs to be created or completed in most Italian regions, are the persistence of prejudice on obesity as an exclusive personal responsibility, the failure to recognize obesity as a chronic disease and the lack of coordination among healthcare levels, especially between primary care and multidisciplinary teams. Coordination must be created, maintained and adapted to family's and patient's needs. [8] Genetic syndromes are complex conditions characterised by the association of congenital abnormalities with dysmorphisms, and in which staturo-ponderal growth problems, psychomotor delay, intellectual disability (ID) and behavioural disorders are frequent. Patients presenting these characteristics are often referred to specialist paediatric neurology: clearly, those operating in such settings need to possess specific diagnostic expertise, not only in order to ensure targeted therapeutic and rehabilitative interventions , but also to be able to inform families as to the risk of recurrence. [1] Diagnosing these syndromes means following a rigorous procedure in which the first step is collection of a detailed history of the family and of the patient himself: pre-natal, neonatal, physiological and pathological. This is followed by clinical investigation which involves primary neurological examination, including exploration of intellectual and behavioral aspects. Neurologic exam allow to identify neurological signs expression of involvement of central nervous system (pyramidal, extra-pyramidal or cerebellar) or peripheral nervous system. Assessment of cognitive functioning is another important step for identification and characterization of ID that often complicates a genetic syndrome. ID is a condition characterized by an intellectual functioning significantly below the mean, with concomitant deficiencies or impairments in adaptive functioning developing before 18 years of age. It is encountered in 3% of the population. In early infancy, and the first five years of life in particular, the term developmental delay defines a clinical condition coinciding with a performance at least 2 standard deviations below the mean for chronological age in at least two of the following areas: global and fine motor control, language, cognition, personal/social, and activities of daily living, estimated to affect 5 to 10% of children. [2] The severity of ID can be classified on the basis of the intelligence quotient (IQ) that emerges on administering standardized tests. Values below 70 (i.e. 2 standard deviations below the mean) identify individuals suffering from ID, which can be distinguished as mild (IQ 50-70); moderate (IQ 30-49); severe (IQ 20-29); or profound (IQ <20). Cases of mild ID form the largest group, accounting for 85% of all cases of ID. Finally an assessment of behavioral phenotype is necessary as a clinical observation of child's behavior during natural interaction with parent or examiner, in a comfortable setting, in order to collect information about relation, communication, affective and motor modulation. In some cases it's possible to use also tests for specific aspects of behavior. [3] Actually, the double burden of malnutrition is characterized by the coexistence of undernutrition (stunting, wasting, vitamin and mineral deficiency) along with overweight, obesity or diet-related NCDs. To define the nutritional problem of a targeted population, it is necessary to measure its nutritional status. Nutritional status assessments enable to determine whether the individual is well nourished or undernourished. Nutritional status assessments of individuals make use of measurable criteria. These criteria reflect physical, physiological and biochemical changes as a result of inadequate food intake (quality and quantity) and diseases. Nutritional status can be assessed through anthropometric measurements, clinical examination and biochemical testing [1] . Among the evaluation measures, body mass index (BMI) is the most frequently used to characterize the nutritional status of young people and adults. The World Health Organization (WHO) and the International Obesity Task Force (IOTF) developed cut-offs to classify the nutritional status based on BMI, considering age and sex [2, 3] . Different nutrition screening tools are available for use in children of different ages in different care settings [4] [5] [6] [7] . The classification of malnutrition risk of the assessed children by the different tools shows a substantial variation in the different tools [8] . Therefore, screening tool selection requires careful consideration of a wide range of issues, such as the purpose of the tool, its reliability and validity and practical issues associated with its implementation. There are several reasons for this disparity: in addition to the wellknown differences in social and economic conditions, a decisive role is played by the inadequate organization of perinatal care. An additional kind of inequality at birth involves babies born to immigrant women. Today in Italy, the foreigners represent 8% of all Italian population. The same recent data from ISTAT referring to the 2015 census show higher neonatal (3.0 vs. 1.8/1000) and infant (4.5 vs 2.6/1000) mortality rates among foreign children living in Italy compared to Italian children (Italian residents). Among babies born to immigrant women, higher infant mortality was seen in children born to women coming from Central Africa (8.6 /1000). Social, economic, cultural disadvantages, heavier work conditions with scanty social security benefits, inadequate nutrition, poor hygienic living conditions, delayed and inadequate obstetric care of immigrant women during pregnancy, are all causes of the increase in morbidity and mortality risk in the newborn.
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Inequalities at birth
There are also marked differences in infant health care among Italian regions, in terms of neonatal expanded screening, palliative care and health care of babies born to immigrants with irregular judicial status.
There is therefore urgent need for a political and social plan focusing on infancy.
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Genetic syndromes in the history of art Matteo Della Monica (matteo.dellamonica@meyer.it) UOC Genetica Medica e di Laboratorio, AORN "A.Cardarelli", Napoli, Italy Italian Journal of Pediatrics 2018, 44(Suppl 3):A33
The extraordinary discoveries of Genetics in recent decades have brought about radical consequences and changes not only in the medical field, whose scope is still to be fully assessed in their fullness, but also in the social and cultural sphere. The result is the feeling that "genetic syndromes" and rare diseases are in reality only current conditions, of the modern and contemporary world and closely related to our environmental context. This approach involves the belief that in the past they could not exist or anyway that a person with a genetic condition could not have the possibility of existence, survival or collocation (human / social / economic) in its context. If all this is true of some peculiar realities (such as Sparta in ancient Greece) or some historical phases in which ideological degenerations have prevailed (such as Nazism in Germany), careful analysis reveals and unveils an unexpected and spectacular world . In fact, the genetic conditions have always existed and have always accompanied man on his way since the beginning of humanity. The artists over the centuries have simply, rigorously and copiously, documented them. We also discover how different and multifaceted is the motivation of these representations that, depending on the circumstances, could be the simple "photographic" testimony of an objective fact, as a reporter or a reporter does; or it could be determined by the need to explain events on a religious or mythological basis, or to represent the "whimsical" touch of an artist; or the involuntary description of a morphological variant or finally the deliberate and intentional transfiguration of a morphological variant intended to convey a message, to make an allegory or to express an artistic genre. What is striking is that traces and testimonies of them can be found in all times, in all cultures and in all latitudes. Unexpectedly, we discover that the feeling that prevails is not of rejection or exclusion but very often of wonder and acceptance.
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How to avoid hospitalization, which drugs, when suggesting hospitalization Maurizio Delvecchio (mdelvecchio75@gmail.com) Mother and Child Department, "Madonna delle Grazie" Hospital, Azienda Sanitaria Locale di Matera, Matera, Italy Italian Journal of Pediatrics 2018, 44(Suppl 3):A34
Diabetic children and adolescents with satisfactory metabolic control have a similar rate of illness or infections as compared to healthy children. There are few reliable data about intercurrent illness in type 1 diabetes, and overall run in adulthood, but nearly all of them are in agreement with this statement. These patients may have altered immune function, increasing susceptibility to and delaying recovery from infections. Some papers describe also impairment in leukocyte function in young patients with poorly controlled diabetes. Patients and families should be provided with clear information on how to manage diabetes during intercurrent illnesses as well as to reach emergency medical personnel, overall diabetes team telephone contacts. Periodical recall of education on the topic should be done. The most dangerous complications to avoid are dehydration, hyperglycaemia, hypoglycaemia, and ketoacidosis. Ongoing monitoring of blood glucose and of urine or blood ketones should be increased. The latter are to be preferred over urine ketones. Insulin should be never suspended also in the case of hypoglycaemia. Vomiting may be not only a sign of intercurrent illness but also of possible ketoacidosis. Fever usually causes hyperglycaemia requiring more insulin dose. In particular, when blood glucose is increased in absence or in presence of only small amount of ketones the total daily dose should be increased by 5-10% as short or subcutaneous rapid-acting insulin. If blood glucose is increased and moderate or large amount of ketones is detected suggesting a increased risk of ketoacidosis, the total daily dose should be increase by 10-20%. The increased need for insulin may persist for some days after recovery likely due to insulin resistance. On the other hand, illness associated with vomiting and diarrhoea may lower blood glucose increasing the risk of hypoglycaemia. Decreased food intake and poorer absorption with overt diarrhoea may contribute to hypoglycaemia. In this case, the insulin dose often needs to be decreased, but should not be lowered to the extent that ketones are produced. A specialist advice should be obtained when the illness is not clear or last-long, or vomiting and weight loss persist, or persistent hypoglycaemia becomes dangerous, or ketonuria or blood ketones are too high, or neurologic status changes. A special attention should be paid to younger children.
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Introduction to health technology assessment Pietro Derrico (pietro.derrico@opbg.net) 1 Bambino Gesù Children's Hospital, IRCCS, Rome, Italy; Health Technology Assessment (HTA) is the systematic evaluation of properties, effects, and/or impacts of health-care technology. It may address the direct and intended consequences of technologies as well as their indirect and unintended consequences. Its main purpose is to inform technology-related policy-making in health care. HTA is conducted by interdisciplinary groups using explicit analytical frameworks drawing from a variety of methods [1] .
The first response to decision-makers' questions about the uncontrolled diffusion of costly medical equipment was provided by HTA, that began and developed its activities in the early 1970s [2] . Nowadays, the diffusion of HTA knowledge is being a usual part of healthcare services. it is an important tool that can support policy makers and managers working at different levels of health systems (micro, meso and macro) [3] . This process is made possible thanks to the contribution of professionals with different skills. They aim to analyze the main dimensions relative to innovative health technologies (from scientific and industrial research available on the market) that qualify their adoption (cf. effectiveness, safety, costs, ethical and organizational impact) in health facilities, by using the best available evidence [4] . It is necessary to estimate the needs for both health and healthcare assistance, to prioritize, to start evaluation processes and to promote the dissemination and the knowledge transfer. In this context, the role of the Italian Health Technology Assessment Society (SIHTA), founded in 2007 as a multidisciplinary and multi-professional scientific society, is crucial. Different stakeholders (people and organizations) involved in the evaluation of health technologies (central and regional institutions for the government of health, scientific societies, universities, industries, patients/citizens and their associations), are involved into the SIHTA (www.sihta.it). Its aim is to measure the value of the innovation effects on patients and on health care system. The main communication tools for the dissemination of HTA topic and knowledge, are the Italian annual meeting, health policy forum, training course, etc. Ensuring the high quality and robustness of evidences and divulged news are considered the principal purpose of the Italian Society. Clinical practice guidelines should be developed following standards of quality [1] . Clear identification of a set of clinical questions is one of the steps: using "population, intervention, control and outcome" (PICO) makes it easier to identify the correct searching strategy and to develop recommendations. Grading the quality of the evidence retrieved and the strength of the recommendations produced, taking in consideration the balance between benefits, harms, value and preference of the patients and feasibility of the proposed intervention, is essential to produce good quality guidelines [2] . Starting from 2007, the Emilia-Romagna region launched the "Progetto Bambini e Antibiotici" (ProBA project ) to improve appropriate antibiotic use in children: ProBA 1 lasted from 2007 to 2013, ProBA 2 from 2013 and is still ongoing. The project included the development of two regional guidelines for common paediatric infections: acute otitis media and sore throat. Guidelines were firstly published in 2007 and updated thereafter in 2015 [3, 4] . Main recommendations for sore throat treatment were: diagnosis of streptococcal pharyngitis using an algorithm based on Mc Isaac score and rapid diagnostic test (RAD) only for score 3 and 4; antibiotic treatment of RAD positive cases or score 5 children using 50 mg. amoxicillin in two daily doses for 6 days [3] . Other activities also included in the ProBA project were: public informative campaign on appropriate use of antibiotics, dissemination of evidence on common paediatric infections, periodical production and publication of regional reports on antibiotic prescription in primary paediatric care and, finally, individual reports of antibiotic prescriptions available for family paediatricians via website and via app for Android. [5] Temporal trends of two main indicators of appropriate antibiotic prescriptions based on European experience showed a statistically and clinically significant reduction in total antibiotic prescriptions in paediatric population (0-14 years old) and an increase in the ratio of amoxicillin to amoxicillin-clavulanate acid prescriptions (i.e. ratio of first choice to second choice antibiotics for most common paediatric respiratory infections), thus showing an impact of the ProBA project on appropriate antibiotic prescriptions [6, 7] [ Figure 1 ]. Traumatic experiences determine psychic reactions that are almost always proportional to the entity of the event suffered. What generally occurs, as an immediate response to the trauma, is the division of the affective dimension from the memory of the event. The pain linked to the traumatic experience would, in fact, be intolerable for the individual and therefore the psyche splits itself allowing access to memory only through the sensorial channel in the form of flash-backs that are repeated without allowing a complete memory of the event.
When the traumatic experience, as in the case of abuse, undermines trust in the relationship, it is possible that the defense mechanism of the split is deeper ten preventing any access to memory. Unlike traumatic events resulting from environmental factors, such as an earthquake, the abuse, as an act of violence perpetrated by a human being, activates more archaic and intense defenses, threatening the child's attachment style and general functioning. In these cases the impact of the traumatic experience can determine important regressions and favor inhibitions of the energy available for growth, triggering behavioral disorders and / or cognitive organization. The traumatic event of abuse can also reactivate previous experiences of inadequate care, thus determining a more complex psychopathological picture that must be seen as a cumulative effect of previous distortions and current responses. Post-traumatic stress disorder therefore requires special attention in childhood for all the components of development and the environmental dynamics that have accompanied the development of the child, especially if the abuse involves important reference figures within the family unit or school environment. It often happens that behavioral problems or delays cover unprocessed levels of distress due to the removal of traumas. It is necessary a great competence, as well as a total ability to listen, to frame the origin of the difficulties of the child and go back, sometimes, to traumatic conditions not yet highlighted by the environment. The elaboration of a trauma such as abuse requires a specific path that allows the reintegration of affective contents to the sensory ones and a reconnection of warm and cold memories to resume the thread of one's autobiographical narrative. Within a psychotherapeutic process, which considers the integration of these aspects central, can also be useful trauma-specific interventions that also use the body dimension for the reconstruction of the story but always within a significant relationship that can give meaning to the events remembered.
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The Progressive changes in heart anatomy and physiology, taking place between birth and adolescence, result in differences between the normal adult pattern and paediatric ECG [1] . Sinus arrhythmia, ectopic atrial rhythm, "wandering pacemaker" and junctional rhythm are examples of normal paediatric rhythm.
In paediatric patients, diagnosis of bradycardia depends on the age [2] [3] . In general, it is defined bradycardia, at rest or awake, a heart rate <100 bpm in children up to 3 years old, < 60 bpm in patients 3-9 years old, <50 bpm in patients 9-16 years old and < 40 bpm for patients older than 16 years. Tachycardia is defined as a sequence of three or more beats at a rate >25% of the sinus rate at the onset of the arrhythmia (usually 120 bpm). Supraventricular extrabeat: generally idiopathic and clinically silent, it usually disappears during the first year of life; no treatment needed. Ventricular extrabeat: usually idiopathic, with no symptoms. A structural cardiopathy or more complex arrhythmias must be excluded; in general, they disappear spontaneously. Paroxystic supraventricular reentry tachycardia (SVT): the most common arrhythmia in children (82%). Often, preschool children can describe palpitations as "precordial pain". Main reentry tachyarrhythmias are: SVTs due to accessory pathways: atrioventricular re-entry tachycardias (AVRT).
A particular type of AVRT is the permanent junctional re-entry tachycardia (PJRT); Re-entry in the AV node: atrioventricular nodal re-entry tachycardia (AVNRT). It is rather rare in paediatric age (13-16% of all SVTs). Nowadays, very safe and effective ablation techniques exist for its treatment (such as cryoablation with 3D mapping system guide) [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Ventricular tachycardias (VTs): rare in paediatric age (5-10% of all tachyarrhythmias). They can be idiopathic or expression of a structural heart disease, a cardiomyopathy, a myocarditis, cardiac tumours, electrolytes disorders, channelopaties. Secondary forms are more frequent than idiopathic ones. Atrioventricular block (AVB): first degree AV block is characterized by a prolongation of the AV conduction. Second degree AV block Mobitz 1 consists in a progressive prolongation of the PR interval until a P wave is not followed by a QRS. Second degree AV block Mobitz 2 is an intermittent and sudden block in the AV conduction. In third degree AV block there is a complete interruption of the AV conduction and pacemaker implant can be necessary [12] [13] [14] [15] . Third degree AVB can be isolated, usually congenital, or associated to congenital heart disease. In 70-80% of congenital isolated AV block, maternal autoantibodies are present [16] [17] .
Puberty is the results of reactivation of gonadotrophin-releasing hormone (GnRH) secretion. The beginning of puberty involves a shift from a predominantly inhibitory to an excitatory control which results in diurnal activation of pulsatile GnRH release leading to increased luteinizing hormone (LH) pulsatility, the first endocrine manifestation of puberty. The change in pulsatile GnRH release results from activation of excitatory networks operating in the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus, with kisspeptin/neurokinin B/dynorphin (KNDy) neurons playing a central role [1] . The timing of puberty varies significantly in the general population and is influenced by both environmental and genetic factors [2, 3] . Data from studies within ethnic groups, and between monozygotic compared to dizygotic twins suggest that 50-80% of the variation in pubertal timing is determined by genetic factors [4, 5] . There is also strong evidence of environmental effects on the timing of puberty, as well as of secular trends [7, 8] . A marked trend towards an earlier age at menarche has been observed over the last 150 years [9] . In many countries the age at menarche has been progressively decreasing at a consistent rate of around 3 years for every hundred years (3.6 months/decade) [9] . European data from the last 50 years have shown variable rates of earlier age at menarche, with both faster and slower rates. This heterogeneity is related to social class, income, urban versus rural background, education and family size [3] . Furthermore, nutritional changes play an important role as reflected by positive correlations between age at puberty onset or age at menarche and body mass index [10] . The effects of endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDC) on pubertal timing have been addressed in a number of studies which indicated that pubertal timing can be affected through exposure during different periods of life. The resulting changes depend on the EDC, the period of exposure and the endpoint chosen for evaluation of puberty [11] . Furthermore, epigenetic mechanisms seem to play a significant role in the neuroendocrine regulation of reproductive axis through a switch from transcriptional inhibition to transcriptional activation [1] . The timing of puberty has been also associated with various adult diseases and linked to the potential development of depression and anxiety, eating disorders, risky sexual activity, and aggressive and antisocial behavior at an early age [12] [13] [14] . Family-based and peer-focused preventive interventions may improve parent-child relationships, communication about puberty, and foster healthier peer interactions.
14. Graber JA, Nichols TR, Brooks-Gunn J. [1] . In G2 group the preliminary data showed that 20/20 (100%) had the vaccine coverage for all vaccines that compose the hexavalent (diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis, hepatitis B, poliomyelitis and Haemophilus influenzae type b) vaccine; were vaccinated with meningococcal vaccine and with vaccine anti-pneumococcal 20/ 20 children (100%).
Discussion and Conclusion
Children living in residential child care, like foster care, have still serious deficiencies in their overall health and wellbeing, particularly in emotional health and behavior and vaccine coverage. The vaccination status is an important gauge to evaluate the quality of assistance in children in the general population and more than in this vulnerable group of children [2] . The results of this study confirm that immunity surveillance is an important aspect for children in foster care. The full integration of these children in the social and sanitary setting of the welcoming country must became a target for all foster care systems and for all figures who take care of children in group-homes. The improvement of vaccination coverage in recent years demonstrates the greater attention and sensitivity of the institutions and pediatricians towards these children.
AKA: Epilepsy not responsive or intractable with antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) or the impossibility to obtain therapeutic results utilizing appropriated trials with two drugs chosen and applied properly. The percentage of patients with DRE is evaluted to be between 20 and 40 % but is considered 10 % in pediatric patients. Not to be included in this group are patients with pseudoresistance due to diagnostic ot treatment errors. The meccanism of DRE can be referred to intrinsic od acquired modifications in the target tissues, to transport defects at the level of hematoencephalic barrier (BBB). The target of AEDs are the ionic channels, the receptors neurotrasmitters, the carrier proteins and the enzymes involved in farmacometabolism.
The multidrugs carrier meccanism includes some proteins: the Pglycoprotein (Dgp), the resistance to multigrug associated protein (MRP), the breast cancer resistance protein (BCRP). These proteins are important obstacles for the transit of the drugs to the brain. A number of hypoteses can be consired to explain the farmacoresistance: loss of efficiency of AEDs, etiology of epilepsy, disease progression or changes in the targets, peculiarities of genetic substrate of the epileptic syndrome. Genetic of DER: Common genetic variations are SCN1A and SMEI. Animals models: It is yet non know how and why epilepsy in some patients is intractable while in others with apparent identical seizures, it is possible to obtain a seizure control with the same drugs.
The animal model allow a division between farmaco resistant and farmaco sensibile animals, making possible to imitate mecanism underlying what can be found in human epilepsy. From this perspective two models look particularly interesting epileptic dogs with spontaneous epilepsy and rats with amigdala epilepsy obtained with kindling.
Some hypotheses can at least in part explain the resistance. A possibility is the drug transport throug BBB. Another possibility has something to do with the drug targets because acquired abnormalities in the structure or functions of the tonic channels can produce an insufficient farmacodinamic activity of AEDs in cerebral tissues. A third hyphotesis concenrs the network system (E.G. An hyppocampal sclerosis can explain a resistance to AED). A fourth hypothesis regards a genetic variant acting through the proteins with a farmacocinetic of farmacodinamic function on AEDs.
Another possibility is the gravity of the epileptic lesion. An interaction of different meccanisms acting in the same patient is possible. Therapy of DRE can utilize differen types of stimulation.
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Insulin-resistance in adolescents: a disease factor Adriana Franzese (franzese@unina.it) Università Federico II, Napoli, Italy Italian Journal of Pediatrics 2018, 44(Suppl 3):A43
Insulin-resistance (IR) is a metabolic and immunologic condition, as well as being the step that comes before a definite state of hyperglycemia. An inflammatory response in immune cells exists in vitro in hyperglycemic milieu, secretion of IL-1b, IL-6, IL-8, MCP-1, and other major cytokines has been demonstrated in both monocytes and macrophages derived from patients with diabetes mellitus 2 and in monocytic cell lines exposed to hyperglycaemia. Furthermore hyperglycaemia induces accumulation of senescent cells that can have a pro-inflammatory phenotype. All this is far to being well definite in a pre-diabetic condition as IR. Anyway, this condition is very common in obese children and is linked with prevention of cardiovascular events and health quality in long term. I will propone an extended reflection on IR as disease factor, all the more important when referring to the pediatric age.
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Is transition care in congenital heart disease underestimated? Maria G Gagliardi, Micol Rebonato DMCCP, Ospedale Bambino Gesu', Roma, Italy Correspondence: Maria G Gagliardi (mgiulia.gagliardi@opbg.net) Italian Journal of Pediatrics 2018, 44(Suppl 3):A44
Transition in health care for young adults with special health care needs is a dynamic, lifelong process that seeks to meet their individual needs as they move from childhood to adulthood. The goal is to maximize lifelong functioning and potential through the provision of high-quality, developmentally appropriate health care services that continue uninterrupted as the individual moves from adolescence to adulthood. It is patient centered, and its cornerstones are flexibility, responsiveness, continuity, comprehensiveness, and coordination [1] . The key problem in the management of GUCH patients is a lack of understanding the importance of a coordinated transitioning process from pediatric to adult care services. It is acknowledged that cooperation and communication between specialists and settings and a managed transitioning process are paramount.
The outlook for children born with congenital heart disease continues to improve as a result of advances in pediatric cardiac surgery, catheter interventions, medical and perioperative management and imaging techniques. Most patients are now expected to live to adulthood, leading to a significant increase in the population of adults with congenital heart disease. These young people need to be supported as they make the transition into adulthood; they must be encouraged to take responsibility for their own health and to make informed decisions regarding careers and lifestyle [2] . Patients with CHD are at risk of having gaps in congenital heart care that may lead to worse long-term outcomes . Loss to follow up is an important challenge as lapses in adult CHD care may predispose patients to delayed recognition of new cardiac problem. Adolescent survivors of CHD are at risk of substantial cardiac morbidity and mortality in the early to mid-adult years and most require lifelong follow up with a cardiologist with specialized training and expertise. The benefits of a well-planned transition include improvements in clinical, educational and social outcomes for young people. Transition clinics should begin by 12 years of age, with age-appropriate information, discussion and objectives. The staged approach should allow the patient to feel secure with their new medical team before full transfer to adult services around 16-18 years of age. When successful it should empower them to take control of their own health and provides a platform for optimal disease management throughout their adult life [3] . A poor transition risks alienating young adults from healthcare providers with subsequent poor compliance, loss to follow-up and substandard medical care.
Congenital anomalies of the kidney and urinary tract (CAKUT) are common (about 30% of the malformations) [1] and severe (the main cause of chronic kidney disease (CKD) in the pediatric age) and a predisposing factor for hypertension and cardiovascular disease [2] .The acronym CAKUT includes a heterogeneous spectrum of pathologies: from simple, asymptomatic morphological variations, to serious diseases, which put the patient's life at risk. Furthermore, some of these are part of syndromes that require a multidisciplinary approach. Thanks to the availability of prenatal ultrasound (US), it was possible to diagnose early most CAKUT; this fueled the hope that, by diagnosing everything immediately, it would have been possible to perform more timely surgical treatments and more careful follow-ups that would have modified the prognosis of these malformations. Unfortunately, the epidemiological study showed that precocity of diagnosis and therapeutic aggression did not modify the outcome of CAKUT [3] , because their natural history varies only slightly by solving the hydraulic problems of obstruction or reflux. For this reason, research has shifted its attention to genetic and molecular origin of CAKUT [4] [5] . And because of this, clinicians should plan a diagnostic program commensurate to the expected benefit: minimizing radiobiological risk, patient discomfort and economic burden. In this context, a large space must be reserved for US, which allows for a detailed evaluation of number, shape, position, volume and structure of the kidneys; for many CAKUT, US may be the only necessary for diagnosis and also for follow-up. It is the US responsibility to distinguish the clinical situations of low and medium risk from those in which other diagnostic techniques are indicated. The main limitation of US is that the result is closely related to the skill and experience of the operator, therefore maximum effort should be made to guarantee quality of the performance for all patients, through accreditation systems for sonographers, and to offer to pediatricians, who practice US, adequate training [6] .
Other imaging techniques play a much more limited role in diagnosing CAKUT: voiding cystourethrography (VCUG), is often supplanted by US even in the morphological study of urethra and anatomical details of bladder, its only indication remains the diagnosis of vesicoureteral reflux (VUR). Cystosonography or cystoscintigraphy [7] [8] are always valid alternatives to VCUG and respectively they cancel and limit the radiobiological risk. When US shows a severe dilatation and an obstruction is suspected, the diagnosis of the CAKUT can be completed by sequential renal scintigraphy (with MAG 3 or DTPA) which supplies the functional data of each kidney and, completed with the diuretic test, provides the differential diagnosis between dilatation and obstruction [9] . DMSA scintigraphy will be used if it is necessary to "visualize" and "quantify" the functioning renal parenchyma or to evaluate the function in percentage terms. A role limited to complex and rare situations is reserved for Uro-RM or TC. Despite medical progress in diagnostics and therapeutics, sepsis remains a major cause of mortality and hospitalization in the pediatric age, both in developed and developing countries [1, 2] . Sepsis may be defined as a systemic inflammatory syndrome determined by an underlying infectious process [3] . Septic shock is the progression toward a state of inadequate delivery of oxygen and metabolic substrate to tissues. Early identification and appropriate treatment of sepsis is crucial for a positive outcome [4] . In such setting, biomarkers whose levels significantly change in response to an infectious insult may serve as an helpful tool for screening and diagnosis of sepsis/severe infections, risk stratification, monitoring of response and rationalizing antibiotic use. A panel at the National Institute of Health defined a biomarker as any "characteristic that is objectively measured and evaluated as an indicator of normal biological processes, pathogenic processes, or pharmacologic responses to a therapeutic intervention" [5] . In clinical practice, the term "biomarker" is generally referred to a test performed on body fluids that easily provides information about the patients on a specific situation or process (such as serious infection or sepsis). Acute phase proteins, such as C-reactive protein, have been largely studied, whereas data on the performance of newer biomarkers of sepsis are relatively scarce in children. Creactive protein is an easily available low-cost test, but is hampered by a low accuracy for distinguishing infection from inflammation and a long latency after the inflammatory trigger. Procalcitonin peaks earlier and has higher specificity for bacterial infections than Creactive protein, but has also higher costs and its levels may be affected by renal dysfunction. Interleukin 6, 8 and 18 and CD64 may increase diagnostic accuracy if combined with other biomarkers and may serve as prognostic tools, but studies in the pediatric population are limited. A newer candidate biomarker for infection includes proAdrenomedullin, which levels correlate with severity of infection and accurately distinguish infection from inflammation, especially in febrile neutropenic children. Lactate measurement facilitates the diagnosis of septic shock and serves to monitor its progression. Human neutrophil gelatinase is a promising early biomarker of acute kidney injury. Finally, multiple stratification biomarkers are under active investigation [6, 7] . Based on clinical criteria, major malformations are defined as defects causing functional impairment and therefore needing medical or surgical treatment. Defects that do not produce functional impairment and do not require medical intervention are termed minor malformations if their prevalence at birth is less than 4% and phenotypic variants when the birth prevalence is higher. Major and/or minor congenital malformations are frequently associated; apparently isolated defects may be associated with malformations that are not clinically evident at birth [1] . Therefore, most minor malformations may be isolated and should not generate any specific alert for future health issues, others may be part of a more complex phenotype with a more severe prognosis, these must be recognized early and investigated carefully.
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The birth of a baby with congenital malformations is the starting point of a clinical process that is aimed at making a precise diagnosis. This leads to appropriate clinical planning and definition of prognosis and counselling of the parents [2] . Different causal pathways may lead to a similar phenotype and the diagnostic process may be long and difficult, requiring follow-up to establish the natural history of the disorder. The diagnostic process includes an accurate history, description of the phenotype, with appropriate imaging and laboratory tests [3] . Improvements in informatics have led to the development of computerized systems to improve diagnostic accuracy. The history should include consideration of the whole family (with the definition of a genealogical tree and the identification of risk factors (consanguinity, multiple abortions, stillbirths, advanced maternal and/or paternal age), the preconceptional period and environmental factors (infections, maternal metabolic diseases, diabetes mellitus, drugs, alcohol) and the pregnancy [4] . Analysis of the phenotype [5] is aimed at the identification and description (with photographic documentation) of structural defects (isolated and multiple, major and minor) and should include a description of clinical associations with genetic syndromes, such as neuropsychomotor retardation, growth restriction [6] , disorders of sexual differentiation or pubertal development. Genetic counselling is defined as the non-directive process of communicating with and giving information to a family (usually the parents) to enable the making of decisions relating to patients with genetic diseases that are considered, responsible and rational. The main factors that determine a need for genetic counselling are the presence of an index case with a congenital malformation or of genetic disease in the family as well as the presence of parental risk factors (consanguinity, advanced maternal age, recurrent abortions, mutation carrier). The HPV vaccine is most effective if it is given before sexual activity begins. HPV vaccines protect against cervical precancer in adolescent girls, especially for lesions associated with HPV 16/18 and in those who are negative for HPV16/18 DNA at enrolment. [2] The rationale for routine HPV immunization at 11 through 12 years of age is twofold. First, optimal vaccine efficacy is derived if the vaccine is administered before onset of sexual activity. Second, antibody responses are highest at ages 9 through 15 years. Immunization of males provides direct benefit to males, including prevention of genital warts and anal cancer. In addition, immunization of males is expected to provide indirect benefit for females through herd immunity. Since 2015 in Italy it is available a new nine-valent vaccine for prevention of HPV types 6, 11, 16, 18, 31, 33, 45, 52, 58, which are responsible for 89% of cases of HPV-related cancers and more than 90% of genital warts and almost all cases of juvenile recurrent respiratory papillomatosis. The National Vaccination Prevention Plan 2017-2019 recommends the free-of-charge and active immunization against HPV for all males and females 11-through 12-year-old children as part of the adolescent immunization platform. [3] Practices on vaccine efficacy, safety, and cost-effectiveness as well as programmatic considerations supports this recommendation. [2, 4] The vaccine is offered in 2 doses to healthy 12 years old adolescents. The first dose is given at any time. The second dose is given 6 to 12 months after the first dose. The vaccine is also given in 3 doses to adolescents > 15 years of age. The first dose is given at any time. The second dose is given 1 to 2 months after the first dose. The third dose is given 6 months after the first dose. [5] The HPV 9-valent vaccine represents the new standard for the largest and universal prevention of HPV-related pathologies. Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is a leading cause of chronic viral hepatitis in children. Before 1992, when the universal screening of blood products began, hepatitis C was spread commonly through transfusions and organ transplants [1] . Nowadays, worldwide, children can acquire the infection from mothers with hepatitis C or through the use of blood-contaminated objects (syringes and other equipment). Transmission from mother to child is the major source of acquisition of HCV infection in children [1, 2] . The exact timing and the ultimate mechanism of mother-to-child transmission of HCV infection are unknown. Understanding the mechanism of motherto-child transmission is an unsolved challenge. Following mother-to-child transmission of HCV about 20% of the children present spontaneous clearance of the infection while the remaining develop chronic hepatitis and, if untreated, will become HCV infected adults [3] . Interferon-based therapies, which have a low efficacy and a burdensome safety profile [4] , have been substituted since 2014 with the highly effective and safe new combinations of direct-acting antivirals active against HCV. Recently, in July 2017, the fixed-dose combination of sofosbuvir/ledipasvir and the combination of sofosbuvir with ribavirin have been approved by the European Medicines Agency for treatment of children older than 12 years with chronic hepatitis C virus genotype 1, 4, 5 or 6 and 2 or 3 infection, respectively. Preliminary results on the use of direct-acting antivirals in children are available for sofosbuvir/ledipasvir in children aged 6-17, for sofosbuvir and ribavirin for children older than 12 years, for the combination of ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir with or without dasabuvir, with or without ribavirin for children older than 12 years with hepatitis C virus genotype 1 or 4 infection, and for the combination of sofosbuvir with daclatasvir for children with hepatitis C virus genotype 4 infection [5] . All the results available showed excellent efficacy and optimal safety profiles of the different combinations of direct-acting antivirals. With the approval of the new drugs, indications to treatment of children with chronic hepatitis C virus have changed. Nowadays, direct-acting antiviral therapy is recommended for all the adolescents with chronic hepatitis C virus infection independent of treatment history and disease severity. As soon as directacting antivirals will be approved for younger age cohorts, all hepatitis C virus-infected children older than three years will benefit from antiviral therapy [6] . The goal of elimination of HCV infection as a public health threat requires inclusion of all affected populations, including children. Today more than ever migrations are a challenge to be addressed in terms of reception, but above all an opportunity to be taken in terms of public health. Considering the interaction of health conditions, socio-cultural, and environmental factors, chronic diseases [1] and disability increase the vulnerability that all migrants would experience, especially if they are children. The National Working Group for Migrant Children of the Italian Society of Pediatrics [GLNBM -SIP, http://www.glnbi.org] has been working for more than 25 years in order to guarantee the right to migrant child's health and healthcare in their best interest [http:// www.gruppocrc.net]. Foreign children (EU and non-EU) have become over time a relevant fraction of the resident population, with incidence of about 10% over the overall number of minors and of 9.2% of the student population [http://www.miur.gov.it]. Among migrant students it has been reported school difficulties due to the late and inadequate learning of Italian language, recent migration and psycho-social-cultural disadvantage (32.9% in foreign students versus 10,5% in Italian students). But also, recently, it has been registered an increasing number of migrant students with disabilities (12%). Therefore, adequate education policies are needed, including promotion of early language learning and educational activities, as well as training for teachers in issues related to migration and the presence of cultural mediators in schools. Nowadays, Italy guarantees free foreign children's access to pediatric health services as well as their National Healthcare System registration, independently from legal status of their parents. Nevertheless, informal barriers, in turn added to health policies, hinder access: language and intercultural communication problems, lack of social network and of knowledge about the health care system, as well as lack of cultural mediators in most primary paediatric health centers [2] . At least, international adoption presents unique challenges that require support for the adoptive families throughout all the adoption process, because of a growing number of international adoptions involve kids who are older and have special needs, and in order to avoid adoption crises or "failures". Greater understanding of the elevated risk posed by migration to disabled migrant children is needed along with strategies to mitigate risks. The particular vulnerability of migrant minors due to social fragility and inadequate reception, impose multidisciplinary and transcultural approach [3] , increasingly widespread. Delivering healthcare is a collective activity to increase public awareness and combine efforts of disabled people, their families and communities, as well as relevant governmental agencies and NGOs, educational and social services, within a framework where social inclusion, equal opportunities, and, as a consequence, a good quality of life of disabled people prevails. Nasal cytology is a simple and safe method that allows to evaluate the possible inflammatory state of the nasal mucosa. From a technical point of view it consists of a delicate passage with a tool (nasal scraping) on the mucosa of the inferior turbinate, the deposition of the material on a slide and the subsequent coloring with May Grumwald Giemsa. The preparation will then be read with a 100 X microscope according to a semiquantitative and descriptive reading (table I) . (1) The reading allows to distinguish the cells of the nasal mucosa and the inflammatory cells (neutrophils, eosinophils and mast cells) as well as the presence of fungi and bacteria. This diagnostic therefore becomes important as a diagnostic tool in allergic forms with minimal persistent inflammation, typical of mites, (2) or in the differential diagnosis of overlapping rhinitis (allergic and Nares) (3) and in the diagnosis of non-allergic forms such as Nares, Naresma or Narma, (Fig 1,2,3 ) in which the diagnosis can not be a simple exclusion of allergic sensitization but must be circumstantiated with the presence of eosinophils or mast cells. Nasal cytology therefore becomes an important tool for precision medicine (4) thus allowing targeted therapy. 
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Cow's milk allergy (CMA) is the most common food allergy in childhood, affecting 2-7 % of children [1] . The mainstay of treatment of CMA is strict avoidance of cow's milk proteins. Breastfeeding, if still possible, is the first choice for CMA patients. In the absence of breast milk, international guidelines recommend the prescription of a substitute formula until at least 2 years of age, in order to fulfill the nutritional requirements of young children [1] . This type of formulas should be adequate in terms of allergic efficacy and nutritional safety. Substitute formulas include extensively hydrolyzed formulas (EHF) based on caseins or whey proteins, amino acid formulas (AAF), and non-cow's milk-based formulas based on soy and rice proteins [2] . As the allergic condition may expose the infant with CMA to early growth impairments, the macronutrient composition of substitute formulas should reasonably be taken into account. The current literature supports the nutritional adequacy of available cow's milk substitutes both during the first and second semesters of life, with some differences between products [1] . With particular reference to protein hydrolysates, some studies also demonstrated a hypoallergenic immunomodulating effect, favoring the induction of tolerance towards cow's milk proteins [3] . Therefore, an ideal substitute formula for CMA should be well tolerated, lead to remission of allergic symptoms, and allow proper and even catch-up growth of the affected children. In a growing child a normal growth pattern usually indicates absence of chronic disease. Thus, regular measurement of weight and height is of paramount importance in daily pediatrics care. Height and weight need to be measured at least every year in school-aged healthy children, and more frequently in newborns and toddlers. Appropriate growth charts help the paediatricians in the evaluation of normal or abnormal growth. Therefore, it is essential to know how to interpret the growth curve and recognize when the growth pattern is abnormal. Besides weight and height measurements, other parameters like height velocity, target height, pubertal status, body mass index (BMI), and body proportions need to be considered. The anthropometric measurements should be as accurate as possible, best done with the same instrument at each visit, in order to avoid wrong interpretations of the results. Short stature, under or overweight, and abnormal body proportions are the most common growth abnormalities found in the general pediatric setting. Short stature is defined as height <2 standard deviations from mean height of healthy children from the same population. Short stature can be associated with growth failure. Deceleration of growth even in a normal statured child is always an alarm signal, and the child needs to be promptly investigated. Short stature can be due to a variety of conditions and in every short child first line blood testing and bone age assessment are warranted. National guidelines indicate the criteria to perform growth hormone secretion studies. Idiopathic short stature (familial) and constitutional delay of growth and puberty are the most common causes of short stature, but in most children pathological causes need to be excluded. Overweight and obesity are a major health problem also in children, due to the high frequency and the high rate of complications and comorbidities. A child <2 years of age is defined obese if his/her weight for length is ≥97.7 th percentile on WHO charts. An older child is defined overweight when BMI is ≥85 th percentile, and obese if BMI is ≥95 th percentile. Obese children need to be screened for possible comorbidities (dyslipidemia, hypertension, glucose tolerance, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease). Obesity is seldom caused by an endocrine disorder (Cushing disease, hyoithyroidism, hypoparathyroidism, genetic syndromes). Endocrine investigation should be reserved to selected cases. Since weight loss in the obese child is a difficult task, early identification of overweight children is of primary importance to prevent obesity and its complications. Life expectancy is now longer than ever before. In Italy, it is now 80.6 years for men and 84.9 years for women (Istat, 2017). However, while public health policies and interventions have led to the almost total eradication of most acute diseases, chronic diseases such as cancer, cardiovascular diseases and degenerative conditions are on the rise, due in part to factors such as unhealthy lifestyle and unfavourable environmental conditions. In conventional medicine, chronic diseases are essentially treated by controlling their symptoms, with the aim of ensuring the patient's quality of life. Under this model, the clinical evolution or resolution of a disease process is considered a solely pharmacological result, not taking into consideration the individual reactivity of patients as happen in the field of complementary and alternative medicine (CAM). There are now more than a hundred different types of CAM. Of particular note are those defined as Medical Systems because their complexity, such as acupuncture, homeopathy, homotoxicology, anthroposophy and Ayurvedic Medicine. Medical Systems in particular, aim to lead patients towards healing. However, they also have the less ambitious objective of providing a support to reduce the use of conventional medications, given their side effects. In oncology a study published in 2014 revealed that 37.5 % of breast cancer patients had used CAM, especially young patients with a high educational level. Of these, 79.7% had used homeopathy or phytotherapy, 42% physical therapy, and 31.9% diet therapy; 65.8% reported benefiting from their treatment, with an absence of side effects in 74.8% of cases [1] . In paediatric cancer patients, such treatments can lead to an effective improvement in the patient-doctor relationship, as documented in a article investigating 98 paediatric cancer patients treated with anthroposophy [2] . It has also been found that homeopathic remedies can have an apoptotic effect on cancer cells [3] .
Respiratory infections (RIs) are the most common diseases among children. They are responsible for significant morbidity in preschool children and impose an enormous burden on both healthcare system and society [1] . Both environmental and host factors are important in determining the individual's susceptibility to RIs. Some of them are well known, whereas new factors, such as diet and physical activity, have been only recently investigated. In the first years of life, the recurrence of RIs is common, caused by increased exposure to infectious agents when the immune system is still not completely developed [2] . In fact, both the innate and adaptive arms of the immune system are immature at birth, undergo a quite prolonged postnatal maturation and reach full maturity in late childhood. The postnatal maturation of the immune system is driven by the environmental exposure to pathogens. A delayed maturation of adaptive immune function represents a risk factor for RIs in the first years of life [3] . The influence of physical activity on the immune system and effects of different amounts and intensity of physical activity on respiratory symptoms were firstly studied some years ago. Recently, some authors showed that sedentary lifestyle is associated with a medium risk of upper respiratory infections, whereas a moderate physical activity with a low risk. The physical activity is supposed to increase the production of stress hormones, to reduce excessive local inflammation and to skew the immune response away from a T Helper 1 toward a T Helper 2 phenotype [4] . Finally, evidence has rapidly been accumulating about the immunemodulating abilities of foods, and, recently, the field of nutrition and respiratory disease has continued to expand [5] [6] [7] . The immunomodulating effects of micronutrients, vitamins and mineral supplements have been studied in both adults and children with conflicting and inconclusive results. Whether some dietary pattern may reduce or increase the risk of respiratory symptoms and infections in children, it is an interesting field for further research. indicate a chronic pulmonary condition observed in preterm infants with respiratory distress syndrome treated with high oxygen concentrations and mechanical ventilation [1] . This disease, later named "old BPD", was histopathologically characterized by intense airway inflammation, heterogeneous lung injury, and parenchymal fibrosis [2] . Since its first description, the definition of BPD has undergone several revisions. Currently, BPD is most often defined using the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development consensus criteria based upon oxygen requirement (≥28 days), gestational age (<32 weeks vs ≥32 weeks) and severity (mild, moderate, severe) depending on oxygen use and/or respiratory support at 36 weeks postmenstrual age or at 56 days of postnatal age [3] . Nevertheless, efforts are being made to refine this definition [4] . Many advances in neonatal-perinatal medicine (prenatal steroids, surfactant replacement, and gentler ventilation strategies), shifted the demographic characteristics of BPD to extremely preterm infants, born with structurally immature lungs and underdeveloped pulmonary vasculature [5] . The early disruption of normal lung development by preterm birth would evolve into aberrations in both alveolarization and pulmonary vasculogenesis. These abnormalities have defined the concept of "new BPD" which is histopathologically characterized by simplification of the parenchyma and dysmorphic pulmonary vasculature [6] [7] [8] [9] . Preventive strategies (prevention of infections, optimization of nutrition and ventilation) have been proven to minimize lung injury; nevertheless, to date BPD remains without satisfactory therapies [10] . Currently, research has focused on identification of biomarkers to advance detection, to improve prognostic outcome, and to begin an appropriate treatment that can prevent later complications of BPD. In this regard, the "omics" sciences are promising approaches to identify novel biomarkers. Metabolomics, one of the newer "omics", has the ability to identify changes in metabolites caused by interaction between specific pathophysiological states, gene expression and environment. The application of clinical metabolomics in BPD has been described in literature and the results may be promising [11] [12] [13] [14] . This information, combined with data from genetic and epigenetic studies, will contribute to the development of more effective diagnostic tools, the discovery of molecular pathways associated with the development and progression of the disease and the identification of new therapeutic targets. In conclusion, the goal of biomarkers identification should be to obtain tailored therapies for each individual patient, thereby reducing side effects and improving response to treatment. Neonatal sepsis is associated with a huge burden of morbidity and mortality. Infections occurring in the neonatal period include bloodstream, urine, cerebrospinal, peritoneal, and lung infections as well as infections starting from burns and wounds, or from any other usually sterile sites. For many pathogens, peripheral colonization usually precedes systemic infection, however many episodes of sepsis are actually caused by a breakthrough, pathogenic microorganism. Sepsis in neonates, especially when preterms, are associated with cytokine -and biomediator-induced disorders of respiratory, hemodynamic, and metabolic processes. Neonates in the neonatal intensive care unit feature many specific risk factors for bacterial and fungal sepsis. Prematurity is the most important risk factor, since the incidence rates of sepsis are linearly associated with decreased gestational age and birth weight. In addition, loss of gut commensals such as Bifidobacteria and Lactobacilli spp, as occurs with prolonged antibiotic treatments, delayed enteral feeding, or nursing in incubators, translates into proliferation of pathogenic microflora and abnormal gut colonization. Empirical antibiotic treatment is popular in preterm neonates because of severity of sepsis and in lack of early, reliable laboratory sepsis markers. No conclusive data exist, though, on the appropriate duration of antibiotic courses. These two factors often determine an overuse of antibiotics (either in number of infants exposed, or in duration of exposure in single patients). This overuse is associated with a number of potential adverse outcomes, such as selection of multidrugresistant organisms, invasive candidiasis, necrotising enterocolitis, increased costs, modification and disruption of the normal development of the gut microbiota potentially impacting on late gut health and immunity. A wide range of measures can be implemented in order to prevent overuse of antibiotics nonetheless preventing neonatal infections. Improvement in diagnostic skills is mandatory, and this goal can be pursued by implementing the use of novel diagnostic methodologies like the heart -rate frequency characteristics, and the gradient in central vs. peripheral body temperature. Withdrawal of unnecessary exposure when empirical use has been performed is equally advisable, meaning that antibiotics may be suspended if the infection is not clinically and microbiologically confirmed after 48-72 hrs. Shorter courses may be also envisaged when infection is confirmed. A wide range of preventative measures can be implemeneted, since overuse of antibiotics may obviously be limited by preventing infections. Promotion of breast-feeding and -more generally -nutritional and feeding strategies enhancing the role of human fresh milk are of utmost importance. Hygiene measures are a key step, as the greatest proportion of infections in neonates are acquired nosocomially. Adoption of a cautious central venous catheter policy, including DVC bundles, is critical to decrease the frequency of catheter-associated infections (CLABSI). Enhancement of the enteric microbiota composition with the supplementation of probiotics, medical stewardship concerning H2blockers with restriction of their use, all of this translates into a better chance for the neonate host to develop a competent enteric microbiota thus enhancing some defensive mechanisms at gut level. Use of drugs or bioactive substances in prevention is also important, and its usefulness has been consistently underlined in the last decade. Bovine lactoferrin supplementation can prevent late-onset sepsis by any agent in preterm neonates, whereas fluconazole and (to a lesser extent) nystatin can prevent invasive systemic fungal infections. Finally, specific measures are warranted to prevent ventilator associated pneumonia (VAP), and among them, early weaning from mechanical ventilation is the most impacting measure. Background Otogenic lateral sinus thrombosis (OLST) is a rare but potentially fatal disease affecting the pediatric population and generally occurring as a complication of acute otitis media and mastoiditis [1] . Hypothesized pathophysiological mechanisms include cytokine release by the inflammatory process and activation of the coagulation pathway [2] . In case of high clinical suspicion, diagnosis should be confirmed by a pre-and post-contrast CT scan and, where available, by an urgent venography-MRI [3] . The therapeutic management of OLST remains debated. Several authors [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] even question the importance of anticoagulation, expressing concerns about the possible risk for hemorrhage, while considering surgical drainage of the mastoid mandatory.
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Case Report Seven year-old girl affected by bilateral coloboma of the iris, congenital horizontal nystagmus and a history of recurrent headache. She came to our institution's emergency department because of the sudden onset of fever (T > 39o C), associated with nausea and vomiting. Otoscopy revealed bilateral otitis media with effusion, whereas no signs of acute mastoiditis were present. On the following day, she returned to the emergency department because of the onset of frontal headache and dizziness. An urgent CT scan with contrast of the head showed thrombosis of the left sigmoid and transverse sinus, associated with mastoid obliteration by soft tissue density material, with no bone erosion. Lateral sinus thrombosis was confirmed by brain MRI. The patient was immediately started on anticoagulant therapy. A complete thrombophilic screening was undertaken, which resulted in a heterozygous state for the MTHFR C677T mutation. Within 48 hours from diagnosis, the patient received surgical treatment consisting of left ear mastoidectomy and tympanostomy tube placement. After surgery, her symptoms disappeared, however she continued anticoagulation until control imaging 1 month after diagnosis, which showed partial recanalization of her lateral sinus. Conclusions This case report shows that the pediatrician should suspect otogenic lateral sinus thrombosis even when the patients do not present with a frank acute mastoiditis, but only aspecific otoscopic findings such as otitis media with effusion. When clinical suspicion is raised, patients should be studied right-off with CT scan of MRI including angio-sequences. Once the diagnosis is confirmed, the pediatrician should immediately consult the hematologist to screen for thrombophilia and start anticoagulant therapy, and the otolaryngologist for an indication to surgical treatment. Consent to publish: a written informed consent to the publication of the case has been obtained from the girl's parents.
Flat feet and genu valgum are common orthopedic problems in children. The greater majority of cases are within physiologic limits at presentation and resolve normally without intervention. Angular deformities of the lower limbs are one of the biggest parental complaints in children treated in the Pediatric Orthopedic clinic, most of the time associated with deformities of the feet (flat feet). They are usually treated with observation and parental reassurance. However, a number of cases are related to pathologic entities due to both focal and systemic processes. There is great controversy about the role that flat feet play in health, and disagreement on the indications for treatment. In asymptomatic flexible flat feet, the use of orthotics is generally over-rated and incorrect information is easily found online by parents. This sometimes leads to unnecessary treatment for children and increased social costs. For both flat feet and valgus knee, obesity/overweight plays a strong role against the physiological evolution of the disturbance. It is mandatory that children maintain an active and healthy lifestyle as an increased BMI affect negatively the normal musculoskeletal development. Knowledge of the natural history of knee alignment and feet conformation in the pediatric population can be a useful tool for the General Pediatrician in daily practice. It is important to know when a referral to a Pediatric Orthopedic Surgeon is indicated and which treatments may be offered to the patient. Urinary tract infections are common in emergency room cases or primary care. The clinical picture, approach and outcome can vary widely depending on the site (low or high urinary tract), on associated morphological abnormalities of the kidney or of the urinary tract, on whether the patient is a newborn or a child, on whether the patient also suffers from a dysfunctional bladder, and on whether the patient is immunosuppressed or not. As a result, antibiotic treatment or need for prophylaxis depend on all the above-mentioned factors. Different guidelines on urinary tract infections in children have been published (National Institute of Clinical Excellence -NICE, American Academy of Pediatrics and the Italian guidelines on urinary tract infections). A European survey performed in 10 different countries showed that compliance with these guidelines is very limited. This talk aims to review the literature, discuss the epidemiology of UTIs in children, antibiotic treatment and the role of antibiotic prophylaxis in reducing UTI-related renal scarring, and, finally, to provide some basic advice on evidence-based management of UTIs in children (treatment, prophylaxis, route of administration). Other aspects discussed include the main risk factors for antibiotic resistance in E. Coli (the germ most commonly involved in UTIs in children), and its implications for healthcare costs. In conclusion, even though a gold standard for the treatment of UTIs is not yet available, we now can manage UTIs to the best of our current knowledge.
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Next generation sequencing: application and ethical issues in the newborn
Marco Todeschini Premuda 1 , Luigi Memo
The number of new genetic disorders with a molecular characterization is significantly growing. The poor specificity of clinical presentation and the difficulty obtaining appropriate biological samples are the peculiar diagnostic challenges of genetic disorders with neonatal onset. The rapid development of next generation sequencing (NGS) is leading to considerable diagnostic progress. The application of NGS technology could have a key role in complex diagnosis issues since it potentially avoids ineffective treatments, justifies targeted therapy, limits complications with an overall reduction in hospitalisation and costs [1] . However, it raises several ethical issues related to incidental findings frequently associated with pathologies with adult onset or carrier status; identification of genetic variants of uncertain significance; privacy data protection [2, 3] . Some countries already have a universal consensus about whether to reveal or not the incidental findings to the family. In Italy the patient or their tutor instead has the utmost discretion in this decision. Both options have limits. A complete and comprehensive informed consent on which genetic variants should be disclosed, could be a solution. In the most restrictive case, only those variants of immediate and crucial implication in therapy and management of the patient and their family would be notified. Therefore, the variants of uncertain significance, the predisposition to adult pathology or the carrier status would not be revealed to the patient or recorded in their medical records. However, the involvement of an independent ethical committee would be recommended in extraordinary cases. Furthermore, privacy and data protection implies an investment in the technologies for the anonymization and encrypting of all data. The Italian Societies of Neonatology, Pediatrics, Human Genetics and Genetic Pediatric Diseases and Disability have issued an intersociety policy statement to define specific guidelines for the application of NGS technology in neonatal medicine. They suggest its use in critically ill newborns with an undefined clinical presentation compatible with a monogenic or genetically heterogeneous disease [4] . In these cases, an accurate genetic diagnosis is of utmost importance, since it indicates the appropriate surveillance and monitoring program, it predicts long-term complications, it provides the rationale for a targeted therapy and analyses the recurrence risk in prospective future reproduction choices. The application of NGS technology avoids numerous invasive, nonspecific and inconclusive tests and prevents possible complications caused by diagnostic delays. Moreover, the early diagnosis of a disease with a poor prognosis could significantly impact the decision process and management of the patient. (1.4%) were transferred to intensive care, 2 (0.3%) were intubated, and no deaths were recorded. The average duration of the HFNC was 6.9 days (+/-2.54). (Table 1) In a Lazio pediatric hospital were enrolled infants admitted for VRS bronchiolitis during the last 3 seasons. In 2015/2016, 152 patients were collected, 137 (90,1%) RSV type A positive: 65 (42,7%) developed acute respiratory distress (ARDS), 65 (42,7%) were treated with oxygen, 6 (9,2%) with HFNC and 3 (4,6%) were transferred into a pediatric intensive unit. In 2016/2017 season 101 patients were hospitalized for bronchiolitis. The distribution of Respiratory Syncytial virus changed, in fact 37 (36,6%) were positive for RSV type A, 63 for RSV type B (62,3%) and 1 for RSV type A+B (0,9%). Furthermore 52 children (51,4%) developed ARDS, 52 (51,4%) were treated with oxygen, 17 (32,6%) with HFNC and 9 (17,3%) were transferred into a pediatric intensive unit (PICU). Finally in the last season (2017/2018) 171 children were collected, 99 (57,9%) were positive for RSV type A. The 81,2% of patients developed ARDS (139), 133 (77,7) were treated whit oxygen, 65 (46,7%) with HFNC and 27 (19,4%) transferred in PICU. In prematures (<37 weeks) the VRS type A prevails in all 3 seasons. (Table 2) In conclusion it would be interesting to evaluate if this trend is common to other Italian regions. 
Background
The increase in arrivals of young migrants in Europe has led migration authorities to request to health workers assistance in determining age of young people, whenever a significant reason arises to doubt the age declared. In Italy, with the Zampa law, a holistic procedure is introduced to ascertain the minor age of young people who arrive alone and without documentations.
The presentation aims to address the controversial aspects of the assessment procedure to determine a person'age when it is uncertain; in particular, the part of the psycho-social interview will be addressed as a challenging process and complex task. This is often guided by the assumption that chronological age is a universal, culture-free, phenomenon, while it is not considered that many societies do not give a high importance to age calculation based on years, because they use different systems to define age membership.
Material and method
Through some case studies of the Ethnopsychology Center of Palermo, a model of transcultural approach to age assessment will be explained: the clinical interview is undertaken by the transcultural psychologist in the presence of the cultural mediator, and it takes into account the specific origin of person, his ethnic language and geopolitical context.
Results
From the experience of the Ethnopsychology Center of Palermo at least three types of situations emerged: the first one concerns young people who are not aware of their date of birth because in their country the most relevant aspect is the ritualistic passage and the age memebership, not the year of birth, and often they come from rural areas, far from big cities, where it is very rare to be registered at birth; the second group concerns young people who hide their age because they are afraid or under blackmail, like the victims of human trafficking, the victims of sexual exploitation and forced marriages; the third group is also relevant: young people who have been exposed to trauma, such as child maltreatment, modern slavery, sexual violence, imprisonment, they often can not tell about themself because unable to remember.
Conclusions
The case-by-case evaluation made through the experience of Ethnopsychology Center of Palermo showed us that the psycho-social interview must be conducted by a specialized transcultural team in identifying victims of trafficking, in collecting risk indicators and recognizing the signs of exposure to trauma. This allows the identification of vulnerable young people who require immediate access to assistance, support and protection. Infants have high nutritional needs for growth and development, with a lot of evidences supporting the importance of early life nutrition on long-term health outcomes: protein intakes in children from 1 to 3 years of age are excessive, while vitamin D, iron, ω-3 PUFA and iodine are below requirements. Cow's milk is commonly consumed among infants, contributing the highest percentage of energy intake; it is a rich source of Calcium, protein and fats, but it is low in certain micronutrients important for growth and development, such as Fe, vitamin D (8,9) and ω -3 essential fatty acids; however an excessive consumption of cow's milk may cause a high protein intake. The WHO suggests using fortified foods when children are not achieving adequate nutrient intake from their diet [1] . Young child formulae (YCF), term who included Toddler's milk, growing up milk or formula for young children, are milk-based drinks or plant protein-based formulae intended to partially satisfy the nutritional requirements of young children aged 1 to 3 years, in detail for Fe, vitamin D and ω-3 essential fatty acids. The term "growing up" should not be used because it implies a specific impact on growth [2] . A late study evaluated who micronutrient-fortified YCF preserves iron status and improves vitamin D status in healthy young children [3] . Recently, a systematic review has estimated the role of fortified milk on growth and other biochemical markers. Fortified milk had minimal effects on weight gain compared with control milk. The risk of anaemia was reduced in fortified milk groups compared with control groups. There were no significant effects on height gain, changes in body composition or Hb concentration [4] . In recent years, the intake of plant-based beverages (PBBs) in the first years of life has increased. The main reasons for this change are preference for plant foods, aversion to the use of cow's milk, and prevention or treatment of cow's milk allergy, as part of strict vegetarian diets or as a consequence of the advice of alternative medicine practitioners. In the first years of life the exclusive consumption of mainly soy, rice, almond or oat PBBs results in nutritional risks [5] . Based on available evidence, YCF can be used as part of a healthy diet for children aged 1 to 3 years. The natural history of Cystic Fibrosis (CF) is characterized by recurrent episodes of respiratory infection causing a progressive pulmonary damage, with decay of long-term lung function leading to death. In CF patients, spirometry shows a 2% reduction every year of Forced Expiratory Volume in the first second (FEV1) over time. In case of pulmonary infection, an early antibiotic treatment helps to prevent more serious complications, limiting consequently the long-term pulmonary damage. Since 2001, in CF Centre of the Pediatric Hospital Bambino Gesù in Rome, we used Telemedicine (TM) to facilitate the home follow-up of patients. Fev1 was monitored at home, in the aim to early recognize pulmonary relapses. The project has involved 78 patients affected by CF, followed at our Unit with telehomecare (THC) in addition to the usual therapeutic protocol, for a period of 15 years. The balance of enrolment showed a drop-out of 33%, the main cause was poor adherence (65%). We used various and different equipment in this period, also following the progress of technology in this field. To investigate the possible role of THC in follow-up of CF at home, we monitored the activities of THC treated patients from 2011 to 2014 toward a similar control group. The design of the study was case control -open label trial. THC was applied in addition to the standard therapeutic protocol. The endpoint was the annual mean Fev1 over time. We found that THC patients improved their FEV1 values with a significantly better trend than the one reported in the control group. Later, we extended the observational period, by monitoring the activities of same patients until 2016. Our results showed once more that THC treated patients improved their FEV1 values with a trend significantly better than the one reported by controls. The possible meaning of the results is discussed. We conclude that the application of telemonitoring in CF, while not able to treat the disease radically, could reduce, through a better identification of relapses, the lung damage secondary to respiratory exacerbations, allowing a better respiratory stability and therefore a better quality of life. Background Vaccination has strikingly reduced morbidity and mortality due to childhood infectious diseases in developed countries and also protected infants too young to be vaccinated. Nevertheless, parents may be still hesitant to get their children vaccinated due to lack of knowledge of the seriousness of the disease, skepticism about vaccination benefits, and fear of adverse events following immunization. Declining vaccination rates could facilitate the spread of illness and death from vaccine preventable diseases and could increase costs for society, both as direct health care costs and indirectly through lost productivity. However, vaccinations are threatened by their own success: the more the incidence of potentially devastating diseases decreases, thanks to the success of vaccination programs, the more public attention shifts towards real or alleged "side effects" of vaccines.
Materials and methods
We evaluated all children who have been vaccinated at the Vaccine Unit of Bambino Gesù Children's Hospital from 10 September 2014, until 18 February 2016. Out of a total of 1367 enrolled subjects, 76 children (6%) presented with a previous history of one or more VAEs (Vaccine Adverse Events); 31 (41%) of them, described a VAE of suspected allergic origin (i.e., urticaria/angioedema, anaphylaxis). In case of more than one VAEs, these were classified as "main event" and "secondary event", depending on the severity of reported symptoms. The decision about whether to continue immunisations was made evaluating different factors: absence of specific contraindications, parents' counseling, adequate hospital setting, choice of an appropriate and individualized schedule. Results None of the 76 children vaccinated after VAEs presented further side effects. Conclusions VAEs occur very rarely. A history of VAE does not necessarily represent a contraindication to re-vaccination, and clinicians must be encouraged to take advantage of algorithms for VAEs assessment, to evaluate the risk of recurrence. The real risk of a VAE is mostly associated with serious allergic reactions (IgE-mediated anaphylaxis) and parents should be aware of this information, so that the widespread fear of VAE recurrence can be limited. Indeed, this type of concern represents one of the main reasons for vaccination hesitancy, which leads to incomplete vaccination schedules.
Cystic Fibrosis (CF) is the most common genetic disease with an ominous outcome that affects the Caucasian population. Classically, the CF is known as a respiratory disease, where it causes repeated infections and progressive bronchiectasis formations until the development of respiratory failure. Respiratory exacerbations are a critical event for the CF patient, leading to a deterioration in quality of life, increasing lung damage, costs and intensity of care. Continuous monitoring of the patient's clinical situation helps to prevent and / or minimize exacerbations, through a timely recognition of symptoms of exacerbation, with positive consequences for the patient's life expectancy and the rationalization of hospital admissions.
Since 2001, at the Center for Cystic Fibrosis of the Bambino Gesù Children's Hospital I.R.C.C.S. in Rome, we apply the telemonitoring of respiratory parameters in the follow-up of patients at home. From February 2018 a nurse assists the doctor in the management of the service.
The responsible nurse collects, analyzes, evaluates the transmissions of spirometric data such as FEV1, FVC, PEF, FEF2575, which the patients perform weekly from home and send to a dedicated platform. Together with other parameters (SpO2, nocturnal saturimetry, heart rate, PA, blood glucose and body weight) makes an assessment of the patient's clinical status, which also occurs through the responses of the same to a questionnaire on subjective symptoms (shortness of breath for small 'sputum, increased sputum, tiredness on waking, coughing, frequent awakenings, chest tightness, fatigue, daytime sleepiness). The interview with the doctor allows the nurse to discuss "the assistance plan", on the basis of which they decide the therapeutic interventions that will be communicated to the patient, or to the parents, through a telephone interview. The virtual contact with the patients is the fulcrum of the intervention of the responsible nurse, who has the possibility to evaluate their care needs, adherence to basic therapy and physiotherapy, to request further data transmissions or the call to the hospital for assessments and treatment under Ambulatory, Day Hospital or Ordinary Hospitalization. The nurse is also responsible for monitoring the proper functioning of the instruments used by the patients, dealing with the calibration of the spirometer, the updating of the indicators on which the measurements of FEV1 (weight and height) and of the instrument's software are based, interfacing with the company responsible for the assistance of the same, where the patient had problems of a purely technical nature. [1] Helmet CPAP and NIV are helpful to reduce the need and complications from intubation and invasive mechanical ventilation, but a very cautious approach is needed requiring expertise, a protect environment, careful patient's selection and a low threshold for intubation. [2] In addition, NIV has also been recommended in hypoxemic ARF in immune-compromised patients. [3] Objective Evaluate the safety of early administration, outside the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit, of Helmet CPAP and HFNC in children with hypoxic ARF. Subjects and Methods 22 patients (median age 8,38), with different hemato-oncological diseases from August to December 2017 were enrolled. We evaluated the state of disease, the eventuality of previous HSCT and the surviving of the patients. Results 7 patients were treated at the "Department of Hematology/Oncology and Stem Cell Transplantation" with HFNC, 1 with Helmet CPAP and 4 received both the treatments. For none of the patients was necessary intubation and invasive mechanical ventilation and none presented pneumothorax. Conclusions ARF is a common cause of PICU admission among pediatric hematooncology patients. [4] With our study we found that an early interdisciplinary management by oncologists and intensivists with an advanced respiratory support such HFNC or Helmet CPAP could reduce admissions of these patients in PICU and can be safely performed outside the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit.
The last half century saw a marked increase in the incidence of respiratory diseases, especially allergic rhinitis among pediatric subjects. This is probably due to multiple factors, among which an increasingly worrying environmental and atmospheric pollution stand out as they favor an early exposure of children to various types of allergens, with the consequent sensitization of their airways. Allergic rhinitis (AR) is a public health problem that affects adults, adolescents, and children. Epidemiological studies indicated that in developed and industrialized countries the prevalence of AR increased progressively over the last three decades. AR currently affects up to 40% of the world population, with prevalence variations between adults and children and between different countries. It is estimated that in Italy the prevalence of AR in individuals aged 6 to 14 years is 33-35%, with an incidence that in the last five years showed an increase of 5%. Airway obstruction associated to AR is a risk factor for the development of malocclusion. According to many authors, any obstacle to the normal nasal airflow leads to non-physiological oral breathing, which determines postural changes such as open lips, low or frontal tongue, and lower posterior rotation of the jaw. This involves a modification of the pressure that the soft tissues exert on the teeth and on the facial bones, creating a situation of disequilibrium that negatively affects the normal growth of these structures. Although most authors recognize this correlation, other scholars do not associate the respiratory functions with dentofacial development, arguing that it is not possible to establish a direct relationship between the two factors. They emphasized the importance played by genetics in the manifestation of craniofacial alterations, emphasizing for example how "longface" subjects have a greater tendency to develop oral respiration compared to normal individuals. The therapeutic approach to these malocclusions is multidisciplinary and requires the intervention of the allergist and of the otolaryngologist together with that of the pediatric dentist and of the orthodontist in order to implement combined therapeutic protocols with the aim of restoring the airway patency through orthodontic-orthopedic therapy and myofunctional therapy. Sleep disordered breathing (SDB) in children represents a broad spectrum of respiratory disorders characterized by partial or complete obstruction of the upper airway. Primary snoring (PS) identifies its mildest clinical manifestation. Evolving through progressively more severe forms, it can lead to the complete obstruction of the upper airways with cessation of the airflow, known as Obstructive Sleep Apnea Syndrome (OSAS). Prevalence of OSAS in the pediatric age varies between 1 and 3% and its diagnostic approach is multidisciplinary. Hence the importance of the pediatric dentist and of the orthodontist, professional figures who can detect early signs of the disease and act as a 'sentinel' for immediate referral to the otolaryngology specialist.
Orthodontic treatment aims at reducing the severity of the OSAS through orthopedic expansion of the maxilla and mandibular advancement, with the goal of increasing the airspace and consequently improving the airflow. Rapid palatal expanders are successfully used in OSAS. Mandibular Advancement Devices (MAD), designed to promote anterior sliding of the mandible, also reduce airway collapse. Therefore, the orthodontist plays a pivotal role in the orthodontic treatment phase as orthopedic expansion of the maxilla and/or mandibular advancement contribute to the reduction of the severity of OSAS in children.
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The child with polyuria and polydipsia: how to make the diagnosis Polyuria is the passage of excessive quantity of urine and it implies water or solute diuresis of at least 2.5-3 L/day or urine volume of more than 40 mL/kg/day. Polyuria is usually associated with polydipsia. Polydipsia is defined as water intake of more than 100 mL/kg/ day (6 L/day). Routinely, we tend to ascribe it to diabetes mellitus (DM), but there are many causes to be considered in the differential diagnosis and a thorough work-up will be needed in most cases. There are four mechanisms, which can cause polyuria. One or more of these will be operating: 1. Increased intake of fluids as in psychogenic causes, stress and anxiety. 2. Increased glomerular filtration rate as in hyperthyroidism, fever, hypermetabolic states.
3. Increased output of solutes as occurs in DM, hyperthyroidism, hyperparathyroidism, use of diuretics (which present more solute at the distal convoluted tubule) 4. Inability of the kidney to reabsorb water in distal convoluted tubule as in diabetes insipidus , nephrogenic diabtes insipidus, drugs and chronic renal failure. If the 24-hour urine volume is more than 3 liters, then we need to measure the urine osmolality. If the urine osmolality is more than 300 mOsm/ kg, it indicates solute diuresis and the underlying cause will be either DM or cronic kidney desease. Evaluation must be directed at these conditions. As concern DM diagnosis, if symptoms are present, urinary 'dipstick' testing for glycosuria and ketonuria, or measurement of glucose and ketones using a bedside glucometer, provides a simple and sensitive screening tool. [1] If the blood glucose level is elevated, then prompt referral to a center with experience inmanaging children with diabetes is essential, because ketoacidosis can evolve rapidly. Scenarios where the diagnosis of diabetes may be unclear include: absence of symptoms, for example, hyperglycemia detected incidentally or in children participatingin screening studies; presence of mild/atypical symptoms of diabetes; hyperglycemia detected under conditions of acute infective, traumatic, circulatory, or other stress, which may be transitory and should not be regarded as diagnostic of diabetes; in addition, the presentation of a familial form of mild diabetes during adolescence should raise the suspicion of monogenic diabetes, which accounts for 1-6% of pediatric diabetes cases [2] . The differentiation between type 1, type 2, monogenic, and other forms of diabetes has important implications for both therapeutic decisions and educational approaches. The description of the identification of the needs, the organization and the duties of the Medical Specialities, as well as the legal reconstruction of the contract of doctors undergoing specialised training constitutes the first part of this report. Then, the duties of doctor undergoing specialised training (attending classes with diligence, participating in practical activities prescribed by the related Decree of Ministers), their responsibilities and the tutors' ones will be described. The rights of the doctors undergoing specialised training (such as weekly rests and holidays), derived on one hand from constitutional rules, legislative dispositions (such as puerperium and maternity leave, mandatory rests after work shifts) and contractual dispositions (such as periods of suspension of the training and periods of break of 40 days, recoverable), and on the other from the equalisation to doctors already framed into the medical organization (as the right to have appropriate clothes, parking and canteen services) will be analysed. Finally, the relations with hospitals regarding the duties on insurances, especially in the light of the Act 24/2017, and on the logistics and services, will be highlighted. The conclusions underline that an update and completion of both the legislation and the standard contract model are desirable. Immunodeficiency and autoimmunity were considered to be mutually exclusive conditions. When considering patient with Primary ImmunoDeficiency (PID) we know that he is predisposed to recurrent and severe infections (hallmark of immunodeficiency). However, increased understanding of the complex immune regulatory and signaling mechanisms involved in immune system, is revealing the complex relationships between PIDs and autoimmune diseases. Many researchers have studied the pathogenesis of immune dysregulation can lead to autoimmunity/inflammation in the context of PIDs. These mechanisms include impaired production of flogistic citokynes (type I interferon or IL-1), defective negative selection of self-reactive T (APECED), defective editing of the B-cell receptor in the periphery, defective peripheral (self)-antigen-induced cell death (ALPS), gain of function of B-or T-cell activation/effector molecules, defective regulatory T cells (IPEX and IPEX like syndromes), homeostatic expansion of self-reactive T lymphocytes. Recently, Fisher et al. demonstrated that autoimmune and auto-inflammatory diseases are much more frequent by a factor of at least 10 in the cohort of patients with PID than in the general population. The spectrum of autoimmunity in PID is broad, but the increased risk is extremely high (by a factor of 120) for autoimmune cytopenia (anemia and thrombocytopenia), gastrointestinal disease, or arthritis. These data suggest that patients with autoimmune anemia, thrombocytopenia, or both should be screened for PIDs during childhood. Moreover, the presence of autoimmunity or autoinflammation worsens the outcome for patients with PID, complicating the clinician therapeutic strategies. To find a balance among immunosuppressive therapy in patients and their susceptibility to infections is a clinical challenge. The improving knowledge of various molecular and cellular pathologic mechanisms, causing autoimmunity/inflammation in PID patients, is really important in order to obtain personalized and safe therapies that could potentially treat immunodeficiency and autoimmunity at the same time. Despite accounting for only 1% of all cancers, childhood cancer is the leading disease-related cause of death in children. Even so, the five-year survival has improved greatly in the last two-three decades, increasing up to 84% for tumours diagnosed in 2005-11. Currently, despite the extensive implementation of clinical trials and multidisciplinary approaches, survival outcomes for childhood malignancies have plateaued and a number of survivors live with long-term disabling sequelae through adulthood. The introduction of novel therapeutic agents, for relapsed patients and even into frontline treatments, could be the breakthrough needed in this landscape. [1] Novel anticancer agents comprise different drug classes, including immune-checkpoint inhibitors (e.g. anti-PDL1 for solid tumours and lymphomas), monoclonal antibodies (e.g. blinatumomab for acute lymphoblastic leukaemia) or the newest gene-therapy with CAR-T cells. [1] [2] [3] These new agents act against the tumour together with the patient's immune system, keeping or enhancing its innate anticancer activity. This emerging approach is part of the precision medicine process; in fact, targeting different pathways specific for each kind of tumour, can help to achieve remission in larger cohorts of patients and, at the same time, can theoretically reduce the burden of toxic effect mediated by chemotherapy against healthy tissues. [4] Results are particularly encouraging in the field of acute lymphoblastic leukemia wherein fast-track approvals have been already granted by competent authorities. Several additional trials are attempting to get similar results in acute myeloid leukemia, in chronic leukemias and solid tumors. As often happens with new therapies also risks and side effects are emerging and could contribute to hamper the potential success of these agents when applied in the clinical practice such as the cytokine release syndrome and B-cell aplasia related to CAR-T cells therapy. Long-term consequences of these iatrogenic syndromes cannot be currently predicted. In addition, most molecular targeted agents provide only partial inhibition of signaling pathways, with incomplete tumour regression. A combination of molecular targeted agents may inhibit alternative pathways, but the extent of signalling plasticity and the Darwinian evolution of tumours could limit the effectiveness of this approach.
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Another issue is the cost of such precise medicine: new drugs are marketed at ever-increasing price and molecular analysis of tumour samples is expensive and not always efficient. [5] Paediatric oncology, characterized by rare entities and small number of patients with specific pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic characteristics, can take advantage from these approaches only through well-designed collaborative and international programs. [6] Vitamins are chemically unrelated families of organic compounds that need to be taken through diet because humans cannot synthesize them in adequate quantities. Each vitamin has unique functions in the body, including hormone regulation, cell proliferation, tissue growth and differentiation, and antioxidant effects; vitamins also serve as cofactors for multiple metabolic pathways [1] . Vitamins A, D, E, and K are lipid-soluble, whereas vitamin B complexes and vitamin C are water-soluble. A large amount of literature data supports the association of childhood gastrointestinal diseases and dysvitaminosis. Multiple micronutrient deficiencies have been described as either cause or effect of short bowel syndrome (SBS), which is the predominant underlying cause of intestinal failure (IF) usually after intestinal resection for congenital (intestinal atresia, malrotation with volvulus) or acquired (necrotizing enterocolitis, vascular thrombosis, or trauma) disorders [2] [3] [4] . Terminal ileal resection with gastric acid blockade significantly rise the risk of hypovitaminosis B12 in children with SBS. Another condition associated to dysvitaminosis is the transition, in SBS, from parenteral to full enteral nutrition [4, 5] . Maternal/neonatal hypovitaminosis D can be associated necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC) risk in premature infants supporting evidence that vitamin D plays a very important role in the intestinal homeostasis [6] . Hypovitaminosis D is highly prevalent (up to 35%) among pediatric patients with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) [7] . Although low bone mineral density has not been attributed to dietary vitamin D deficiency, but rather to the inflammatory processes, attaining adequate vitamin D status in children with IBD is recommended [7] . Notably, the evidence in adult population suggests that vitamin D deficiency is independently associated with lower health-related quality of life and greater disease activity in patients with Crohn's disease (CD), but not those with ulcerative colitis (UC) [8] . Children with chronic diarrhea may present with deficiency of selected micronutrients such as vitamin A, and folic acid. Historically, celiac disease has been associated with many micronutrient deficiencies, particularly the fat-soluble vitamins (A, D, E, and K), since in the past celiac disease was usually diagnosed late following a period of prolonged diarrhea. Many studies have demonstrated that fatsoluble vitamin deficiencies are uncommon in modern-era pediatric celiac disease, probably because of earlier diagnosis, the routine use of vitamin supplements or fortification of cereal products with vitamins [9] . For all of the adult patients with a new diagnosis, the expert opinion recommends checking for vitamin D, vitamin A, zinc, copper, folic acid, and ferritin [10] . Routine measuring of fat-soluble vitamins levels may not be necessary in children and is not clearly recommended.
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From a Journal Club activity to the "Pediatric Newsletter": how to search for clinical evidence for practice and how to critically assess it Luca Ronfani 1 , Roberto Buzzetti and of the main database of systematic reviews (the Cochrane Library). The potentially relevant articles identified through this screening, are read in full text, evaluated for their methodological quality, and discussed during the monthly meetings of the Journal Clubs, in a continuous training activity. b) Critically appraising the evidence: for relevant articles, a standard form is produced which includes the following fields: a short structured abstract; a "quick and dirty" literature review, which helps place the new study within the evidence already available; the definition of the possible innovative contribution of the new study; the analysis of the methodological quality of the study (i.e., the internal validity, outcomes considered, etc); the transferability and the possible impact on clinical practice (external validity). A general meeting of all the reading groups is held annually to discuss methodological aspects, emerging problems, future perspectives, possibilities of improvement. Results In 14 years, 165 pediatricians from several cities in Italy took part in Journal Club activities, reviewing over 400 articles, 140 of which assessed/summarized using the standard structured form. In the last 4 years alone, 110 pediatricians, organized in 12 local reading groups, have presented 115 structured forms. Conclusions The "Pediatric Newsletter" is a valid tool for professional updating and continuous training, it is sustainable over time and easily exported locally. Point of care ultrasound (POCUS) modality offers a means of improving access to diagnosis and appropriate early treatment to achieve better quality of life. POCUS is increasingly being performed by pediatric primary care in office-based practice and has applications throughout the spectrum of different pathologies, including cardiac applications (acute illness, pericardiac effusion, ventricular function and post-operative follow-up). The skill is relatively easy acquired. However, the lack of exposure of this focused approach in most pediatric training programs in Italy remains a major obstacle. Observational case of three months old infant presented with unexplained left ventricule (LV) wall thickness detected incidentally by cardiac POCUS, which subsequently revealed to have Pompe disease. POCUS cardiac examination performed by primary care pediatric practitioner in ambulatory-based setting practice. Ventricular dimensions were obtained in the cardiac 4 chamber view (m-mode & 2 D recording). It is important that frontline paediatrician equipped with POCUS consider the diagnosis of Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy even if mild LV wall thickness was present on initial cardiac sonogram. Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is a genetically heterogeneous disorder with a large number of genes involved in disease causation (200 mutations in 10 genes). Storage disorders and metabolic defects predominate in childhood HCM, and usually are recessive genetic defects, therefore, it is very important recognize particular echo-features of each HCM phenotype in order to plan the correct treatment and to improve patients' quality of life and survival. POCUS in HCM setting may be used to enhance patient decision making regarding pursuit of targeted genetic panel testing. [1, 2] .
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Materials and Method
We performed a review to discover and underline the role of carbohydrates in HM. Results Lactose, the predominant carbohydrate, is present in the highest concentration in HM compared to any other species. It is in the colostrum in lower concentrations than in mature milk, and reaches its highest concentration in the fourth seventh month of lactation [3] . It's hydrolyzed by lactase in glucose and galactose. Usually, an infant ingesting 150 ml of milk /Kg/day receives 10 g of lactose/Kg/day, which ensures at least 4 mg/Kg/min of glucose, considered as an optimal rate [2] . One of the mainly roles of lactose is to prevent rickets increasing the absorption of calcium and the galactose is essential to the production of cerebroside, which contributes to the CNS development [3] . Human milk oligosaccharides (HMO) are the third largest component in breast milk. Their concentration is about 10 times greater than in cow milk [2] . There are over 200 different types and each contains between 3 to 22 saccharide units per molecule, in varying different sequences and orientations. The monosaccharides are L-fucose, D-glucose, D-galactose, N-acetylglucosamine and N-acetylneuraminic acid. HMOs act as prebiotics by providing a metabolic substrate for the growth of potentially beneficial bacteria. The structure-dependent effects of HMOs depend on the infant and mother. Two genes are important for the HMO profile that the mother produces, the Secretor and Lewis blood group genes. HMOs have protective effects against infectious agents [4] , inhibiting the link with the carbohydrates present on intestinal epithelial cells. HMOs may also have indirect effects on the infant microbiome by modulating epithelial and immune cell responses [3, 5] . HMOs may play a role in the prevention of necrotizing enterocolitis, especially through a HMO, the disialyllacto-Ntetraose (DSLNT) [6] . In addition it has been suggested that the different composition of HMO in mother's milk may influence infant growth and body composition [7] . Finally, fructose is present in HM at very low level, but may be transmitted to the infant, influencing the growth and body composition at six months, but it could also impact the obesity development in later childhood [8] . Conclusions This review highlights the extraordinary qualities of breast milk as it contains elements that contribute to the growth of the child and the prevention of infections and metabolic diseases. The European Commission White Paper on Nutrition highlighted sugars, along with saturated fat and sodium, as nutritional element of importance to public health. In this context, the Regulation EC 1169/2011, fully applied in the European Union Member States from January 2014, sets that the indication of carbohydrates and sugar content in the nutrition declaration in the labeling of pre-packed food is mandatory. The Annex I of the above-mentioned Regulation states that 'carbohydrate' means any carbohydrate which is metabolized by humans and includes polyols; and 'sugars' means all monosaccharides and disaccharides present in food, excluded polyols. The amount of these two classes of nutrient has to be indicated in grams. This amount can be indicated also as percentage of guideline daily amount, at producer's discretion. The attention of consumers for the effect of dietary sugars on their health has been significantly growing in the last years. Consequently, the producers have been introducing in the market, food products claimed as 'sugar-free' and 'low sugar'. The first claim may only be made where the product contains no more than 0,5 g of sugar per 100 g or 100 ml, the latter only where the product contains no more than 5g of sugar per 100 g for solids or 2,5 g of sugar per 100 ml for liquids, as stated in the Reg. EC 1124/2006. The claim 'with no added sugar' and any claim likely to have the same meaning for the consumer, may only be made where the product does not contain any added mono-or disaccharides or any other food used for its sweetening properties. If sugars are naturally present in the food, the following indication should also appear on the label: 'contains naturally occurring sugars. The list of ingredients has to list any substance or product, including flavourings, food additives and food enzymes, and any constituent of a compound ingredient, used in the manufacture or preparation of a food and still present in the finished product, even if in an altered form. The ingredient list therefore, might help the consumers to identify the source of sugars in a food product.
The etiological factors that contribute to the development of caries are many. The disease, in fact, develops through a complex interaction over time between acidogenic bacteria and fermentable carbohydrates introduced with the diet and factors related to the host, such as saliva. To these factors are added others such as socioeconomic status, the use of remineralizing agents, etc. The cariogenic bacteria that make up the biofilm need carbohydrates to live and reproduce. The metabolism of these substances, especially simple carbohydrates, produces weak acids that cause the demineralization of hard dental tissues, due to the clinical signs of the disease. We must commit ourselves to using in our diet sweeteners that have an important cario-preventive activity, even in the long term, first of all xylitol, an activity that is performed through the reduction of the concentration of the Streptococci of the mutans group and a consequent reduction of the levels of lactic acid.
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Treating children obesity as a chronic disease: let us adopt the principles of therapeutic education and motivational interviews Rita Tanas Prevalence of obesity and consequences on physical and psychological health are more and more worrisome as reviews the literature on prevention and treatment are poor and with modest results [1] [2] [3] . The scientific community interrogates itself on how to manage the situation. In the past years new approaches have been proposed [4] : teach professionals new strategies to promote changes, work in networks and face the stigma of weight [5] . For the first point we proposed therapeutic education (TE) [6] , a treatment method born in France and adopted by the World Health Organization to manage chronic diseases; the USA, Spain and other countries propose the motivational interview (MI), borrowed from addiction care. The two approaches have been included in various guidelines and recommendations [7] , but not in daily clinical practice in primary and second and third level healthcare [8] . These methods share several points: a good therapeutic relationship between professionals and patients, peer cooperation among the first, experts of the disease, and the second, experts of their own disease. However, such methods do not reconcile with the persistent managerial attitude of the professional [9] . Despite numerous currents that invite professionals to put the patient and his empowerment/engagement at the center of treatment [10] , professionals continue to prefer an increasingly technological medicine. Chronic diseases, like obesity, which involve the whole person and his experiences in both causes and consequences, are the most penalized and, when stigmatized, the worst treated [11] . Without diminishing psychological disciplines, it may be useful to simplify approaches which are respectful of the person: focus during academic studies on principles and simple applicative tools. In few hours it is possible to improve the health professional's approach to this chronic disease and create a network of competence and knowledge. Parents and children to achieve and sustainably maintain the necessary lifestyle changes could benefit more from the harmony in family, school, friend and professional support [12] . Primary healthcare pediatricians play an important role in early detection of problems and their non-judgmental communication, and, when necessary, in offering information on the natural course of obesity. It is a responsibility to share with all caring figures that rotate around the child and with pediatric specialists. All the figures should work in synergy. No one should ignore the weight problem, nor judge and stigmatize the family [13] . many countries, although lacking in strong evidence of efficacy [1, 2] . Developed for addictions, the MI is a transversal instrument for treatment of several diseases, especially those in which the active involvement of patients and their families is irreplaceable, as obesity. In the 2007 document, a 15 minute example interview was added to facilitate adaptation to the primary pediatric healthcare clinic for the lifestyle improvement. Later, the professionals evidenced difficulty in adopting it with families with a consequent feeling of inefficacy and failure of both professionals and families [3] [4] . Fear of failure pushes professionals to exploit families' feelings of guilt, stressing the metabolic and cardiovascular risks of obesity. However, learning through negative emotions is not efficacious: everyone learns more with the teacher's smile and the student's alliance, than with fear of error [5] . In fact the MI does not easily adapt from treatment of addictions in adults to the pediatrician and the dyad parents-children with obesity. Some experts, like Dyane Tyler, tried to facilitate adaptation associating the principles of MI to those of Brazelton's collaborative negotiation, otherwise well known to many American pediatricians [6, 7] Her work has suggested the idea of using a simulation to train primary care pediatricians (Table 1-2) . In fact, only these pediatricians can exploit the alliance with parents and children and transform motivation from apparent Precontemplation to Determination, bringing to a project of Action (Table 3 ) [8] . If these pediatricians, although adequately formed, withdraw from their role, they become an insurmountable barrier to treatment, that no skilled team can overcome. Reviews of literature are with modest results [9] [10] . The scientific community interrogates itself on the correct allocation of resources. It would be useful to invest in adaptation of these approaches to childhood; push primary care pediatricians to treat obesity with more confidence and determination; form them to a MI reduced to its principle: "absolute respect for patient's freedom of choice", and to simple tools: open questions, simple and complex reflective listening, which should be respectful and prudent, while continuing to be pediatricians. It is not necessary to become counselors.
All this could open to unimaginable successful scenarios. The agenda is set with parents and child, making sure they identify which health behaviors to address.
Make decisions and define goals Parents and child define goals to achieve between visits.
Evaluate motivation and confidence in being able to carry out the journey
The professional evaluates child and parent motivation and confidence in achieving goals on a VAS scale from 0 to 10. Points are used to implement commitment and identify strategies to overcome eventual barriers to change.
Exchange information in a non-judging manner Support parent's positive qualities and parent-child and parent-child-pediatrician relationships. They are not interested in moving more and eating better in the following 6 months.
Provide information that increases awareness without judging or blaming.
Contemplation Ambivalence towards change.
They have not decided whether to move more and eat better in the following 6 months.
Ask the pros and cons and reinforce the reasons for change.
Determination They have decided and are making an action plan.
They are planning to move more and eat better in the following 30 days.
Help them find acceptable, easy and effective strategies.
Action
They are implementing the treatment plan.
They have recently started moving more and eating better (< 6 months).
Help them monitor change, evaluate efficacy of strategies, support themselves, and face their barriers.
Maintenance
They have already realized their plan for some time.
They have become more active and they eat better (> 6 months). Phytotherapy consists in the usage of the plant as a whole (phytocomplex) with the purpose of curing diseases that affect children and adults. The active substances contained within the phytocomplex act in synergy, rather than in isolation, with the known specific functions [1] (i.e.Acetylsalicylic acid).
As expert phytotherapy pediatricians, we strive to avoid that our patients retrieve their knowledge from sources of information such as family, community and social media [2] . The usage of phytotherapy in pediatrics should not only aim to safeguard this information and traditional experience, but also the continuous study and research of the specific topic. Guidelines have been developed by the Italian Federation of Pediatricians to ensure a safe phytotherapic prescription [3] . Focusing on a group of oncologic pediatric patients in the Netherlands, it has been observed that 42,4% of families make use of Complementary and Alternative Medicine (CAM). The most prominent of these being homeopathy 18,8%, followed by food supplements 11,5%, phytotherapy and herbal medicine 6,6%. Unfortunately only one third of the parents had discussed CAM use with their pediatric oncologist [4] . Our aim is to avoid these behavior amongst doctors and patients. Phytotherapic medicine, such as Pelargonium sidoides (EPs 7630), has been proved effective for upper respiratory tract diseases. In seven studies with 1067 children <6 years EPs 7630 phytotherapy was significantly superior to placebo in reducing symptom intensity and time until complete recovery in patients with acute bronchitis, tonsillopharyngitis and rhinosinusitis. These clinical studies showed that EPS 7630 is effective, safe and well-tolerated in children under 6 years of age and with acute respiratory tract infections [5] .
In breastfed colicky infants a standardized extract of Matricariae recutita, Foeniculum vulgare and Melissa officinalis decreased crying time in 85.4% of the subjects treated and in 48.9% of the cases under placebo. No side effects were reported. [6] There are more controversial points regarding the galactagogue effect of phytotherapy on breast milk production and prolactin secretion. Nevertheless, recent studies support the hypothesis of phytotherapy beneficial effects in mothers of preterm babies who are treated in neonatal intensive care units. The consumption of galactagogue stinging nettle has been proven to increase lactation and prevent lack of human milk without any adverse effect [7] . Hawthorn pulp and seed extracts act on anxiety level and nociceptive perception. This plant has also been traditionally used to treat stress, nervousness, sleep disorders, and pain control [8] .
Hypericum perforatum (St. John's Wort), Passiflora incarnata (Passionflower), and Valeriana officinalis (Valerian) are administered individually or in combination for children depression, school/examination anxieties, further anxieties and sleeping problems [9] [10] . The modulation of the immune system and antiviral interventions such as Echinacea (Angustifolia e Purpurea) might reduce the risk of recurrences of respiratory tract infections. Possibly the development of complications relates not only to the presence of viruses but also to immune function [11] .
Gluten is a family of storage proteins (gliadins and glutenins) that can be found in wheat and in other related cereals, such as rye and barley. Spectrum of gluten-induced pathologies includes celiac disease, IgE-mediated wheat allergy and non-celiac gluten sensitivity [1] . The first two conditions are well characterised as pathogenetic mechanisms, clinical spectrum, diagnostic biomarkers and follow-up are condidered. The third condition, in the absence of effective specific biomarkers, is still uncertain as for prevalence and nosologic autonomy; this is true mostly for gastrointestinal clinical presentations, whose limits with gastrointestinal functional disorders remains undefined. There are further conditions for which a gluten-free diet has been invoked, e.g. neurological diseases, autistic spectrum disorders, psoriasis, fibromyalgia and schizophrenia, but in many of these cases the evidences for gluten-free diet efficacy are, at best, weak [2] . Gluten-free products present a different composition in terms of macro and micronutrients; they contain less iron, zinc, magnesium, calcium, selenium, folates, vitamin B12, vitamin D and fibers. They also present an increased glycemic index and a higher content of carbohydrates and lipids rather than their gluten-containing equivalents [3] . Most important informations on nutritional values of gluten-free diets come from studies conducted on celiac subjects among which a higher amount of saturated fats and simple sugars with a lower intake of fibers and folates has been observed [4] . Despite these issues and a higher cost of this group of dietotherapeutic products, gluten-free diet has been popularly recognized as "healthy". Recent datas suggest that 30% of Americans would reduce or completely cut gluten from their diets. A special category of individuals is represented by athletes who, on the basis of some examples, have chosen gluten-free diet in order to improve their performances [5] . Gluten-free market is expected to raise more than 15 billions of dollars in 2018 [6] . Despite this growing demand, the evidence of beneficial effects totally lacks. For instance, no effect on weight loss ability has been demonstrated yet [6] . The induction of a glycemic prophile improvement has been claimed but, in fact, gluten-free products, losing their component of whole grains in their processing, are responsible of a postprandial glycemic higher increase [7] and ultimately of a minor protection against cardiovascular diseases [8] . Gluten-free diet is also responsible of a modification of intestinal microbioma with a reduction of prebiotic effect. For all these reasons, other than the risk to overshadow celiac disease diagnosis, to reduce or eliminate gluten from one's diet without a precise clinical indication should be avoided.
Acute lower respiratory tract infections (LRTI), such as pneumonia and bronchiolitis, are the major causes of morbidity and mortality in young children, and are the most frequent cause of hospitalization. The differences in respiratory physiology between children and adults explain the higher susceptibility of infants to more severe manifestations of respiratory diseases, leading in some cases to blood oxygen desaturation. In children with non hypercapnic hypoxaemia, supplemental oxygen therapy is essential to maintain good level of blood oxygenation. In cases of more severely ill patients with significant respiratory distress and heavy work of breathing, highflow nasal cannula (HFNC) treatment can be offered to patients. The mild heated and humidified air pressure on a continuous basis allows to keep the airways open, prevents alveolar collapse with the final effect of recruiting more alveoli. Moreover, the heated humidification of the respiratory gas facilitates airway clearance. Thanks to all these mechanisms, HFNC improves patient's oxygenation, gas exchange and reduce the work of breathing which is extremely important in infants affected by LRTI. HFCN consists in the administration of heated and humidified mixture of air and oxygen at a flow rate higher than the patient's inspiratory flow [1] . The definition of high flow still need to be defined even though, in infants, high flow rates are considered >2 L/min, while in children, >6 L/min [1] . In clinical practice, some authors suggest to adjust the flow rates on body weight and recommend using 2 L/kg/min, which provides a degree of distending pressure and reduces the work of breathing [2] [3] [4] . HFNC should be initiated just if the following conditions are satisfied: 1) paediatric setting with a close monitor of the patient's clinical course 2) a sufficient number of staff that is well trained to recognize the early signs of failure. Accurate and frequent monitoring during HFNC treatment is very important to ensure its effectiveness and safety. The level and type of monitoring should be proportional to the patient's clinical condition. For patient being treated acutely in-hospital, continuous monitoring is indicated with a pulse-oxymeter or a multichannel cardio-respiratory monitor. A strict clinical observation is also mandatory and it must always assess respiratory rate and fatigue, level of dyspnea, signs of possible respiratory asynchrony, or shortterm possible complication of HFNC (i.e. gastric distension, nostril irritation etc...). Arterial blood gas analysis should be assessed after 1-4 h after HFNC is establishment. The Law inverted the trend of reduction of the coverage rates of vaccinations of the last years, as resulted from the epidemiological data of National Superior Institute of Health (Istituto Superiore di Sanità, the 'ISS'). The Law classified 10 vaccines as 'mandatory' instead of 'recommended' , as provided within the previous classification. Moreover, the Law has introduced some new immunizations and has recommended some others, as suggested by international literature and scientific evidences. A recent survey from the ISS shows that the coverage rates of vaccinations have been improved over the whole Italian territory, after the first year from the entry in force of the Law. Nevertheless all the doctors shall take in consideration the feelings, the fears and consciousness of caregivers to reduce hesitancy and conflicts concerning the immunizations, thus improving the implementation of the Law and of PNV. Creating a good relationship between caregivers and doctors is the best way to achieve the goal of children's health. In order to change people's opinion about the risk of vaccination is important to underline the benefits of the latter. In order to make easier for caregivers to understand the relevance for their babies to get immunized, preventing the risks of some preventable illness, the systemic counseling skills seem to be necessary. These skills include "active listening", the decrease of "communication barrier mode" (as described by Gordon [1] ), "the three steps movement", how to investigate the fears of the caregivers and how to assurance caregivers about the vaccination's benefits. This approach is not spontaneous and it has to be learnt by the healthcare professionals. This presentation wants to underline also some theoretical aspects of the Systematic Counseling Communication Theory (for instance, the Prochaska-Di Clemente Cycle [2] ), the verbal and non verbal communication, the level of relationship and contents of the communication. This presentation wants to be a starting point for medical doctors, pediatricians and health professionals to improve their communications skills with particular regard to vaccinations of children.
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The first 1000 days, from conception to completion of the second year, are fundamental for the future health, both physical and mental. The newborn should find an environment responsive to his needs and attentive to his vulnerabilities in order to best express his potential. In the first two years the bases of future personal and social skills are developed: from protocommunication to language, from intersubjectivity to relationship, from sensoriality to perception, from early mimetic-imitative mechanisms to praxic organization, from the first experiences of autonomy to the neuropsychological and learning functions, from regulation to behavior. Neurodevelopmental Disorders (NDDs) and in particular the pervasive ones, which include Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASDs), can be identified in terms of specific vulnerabilities and through early indicators already in the first two years of life. The intervention, as a diagnostic-therapeutic process, but above all as assistance (servicesschool-family) will be individualized. The same signs or symptoms can be ascribed to different matrices, only the correct classification, which in the first years must take into account the differential diagnoses and the development of the correlated framework and / or age disorder, can determine an appropriate therapeutic project.
Hence the importance of a screening and monitoring program that involves pediatricians, early childhood operators and child neuropsychiatrists, aimed at identifying early indicators of vulnerability: by compelting the form it will be possible to identify three degrees of general vulnerability, but also specific areas of delay or atypia. With reference to the concept of screening, once the fragile areas or deviations of development are identified, we will intervene with suggestions aimed at parents and / or with specific in-depth protocols and care.
The 'neurodevelopmental screening and monitoring protocol' is composed of 5 blocks of questions divided by age groups (0-3, 4-6, 7-12, 13-18, 19-24 months); each block can be used independently of the others and the quantitative analysis of the corresponding scores will fall within a range (shown at the bottom of the page) according to which the suggested operating choice will be indicated. Within each protocol there will be 'critical questions', that is red flags that even in the presence of a total score under the cut-off will have to alert the attention of the pediatrician or the operator. However, in line with the principle of developmental, characteristic of the first years of life, it will be the progressive compilation of protocols to provide, for each child, his development trajectory. Investigation into neurodevelopmental disorders (NDD) and neurodiversity spans basic research on cellular and molecular mechanisms, using in vivo and human stem cell-based models, neuroimaging and clinical research on epidemiology, outcome and treatment [1] . During the past decade, advances in genetic research have allowed genome-wide discovery of chromosomal copy-number changes and single-nucleotide changes in patients who developed NDD in childhood. These technological advances -which include array comparative genomic hybridization, single-nucleotide-polymorphism (SNP) genotyping arrays and, next generation sequencing -have transformed the approach to the identification of causative genes and genomic rearrangements and, they are currently applied in the clinical diagnostic arena [2] . However, only the most recent acquisitions -i.e. the whole exome/whole genome massively sequencing technologies -have transformed our understanding on genomic variations and their relevance to health and disease, enabling the further rapid discovery of several single-gene causes in neuroscience as well as across disciplines [3] . Expanding the neurosciences' knowledge represents one the future major goals in research since these conditions have been highlighted among the most frequent reasons for medical referral and/or diagnostic workup. Indeed, in Western countries NDD -which include according to the DSM-5: attention deficit hyperactivity, autism spectrum, communication, intellectual developmental, motor and specific learning disorders -have an incidence of 1 in 66 to 1 in 100 children and, taken together, they represent one of the main population-wide health burdens [4] . Early diagnosis and appropriate access to interventions have been the only so far demonstrated to gain better long-term outcomes and, to reduce lifetime costs for individuals, families and society [5] . However, despite substantial progress on understanding the role played by deleterious genomic variants and their effector proteins on pathological mechanisms of cognitive disorders, few therapeutic interventions have been proposed so far [6] . Hence, connecting NDD's clinical and functional data represents a fundamental step in research since only through their physiopathological characterization, we will access on the dynamics that constantly shape and reshape our central nervous system. This approach will bridge the existing gap into their etiologic factors' incomplete knowledge, and will allow researchers to achieve consistent blueprints to widen the scope of new reliable diagnostic and therapeutic tools. The clinical presentation of rickets is variable but is more likely to be seen during periods of rapid childhood growth, such as infancy and adolescence. However, vitamin D deficiency may present with a spectrum of clinical pictures, representing a continuum ranging from asymptomatic/subtle conditions to overt rickets/osteomalacia [1] . Vitamin D status also represents an important lifestyle factor that influences bone mass acquisition, up to the achievement of peak bone mass [2] . Indeed, long-lasting unrecognized vitamin D deficiency during pediatric age may affect bone health, possibly predisposing to osteoporosis later in life. Extraskeletal actions of vitamin D: besides its historical skeletal functions, in the last years it has been confirmed that vitamin D plays socalled extraskeletal actions, directly or indirectly regulating up to 1,250 genes. Particularly, vitamin D status has been linked to the pathogenesis of several pathological conditions, including infectious, allergic and autoimmune diseases [3] . Particularly, two recent metaanalyses showed that vitamin D supplementation protected against acute respiratory tract infection [4] , and significantly reduced the rate of asthma exacerbations requiring treatment with systemic corticosteroids [5] . At present, more well-conducted trials are needed to confirm the promising role of vitamin D in the promotion of the global health of children.
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Vitamin D supplementation: considering the high prevalence of vitamin D deficiency in Italian children, associated also with newly diagnosed cases of nutritional rickets, the Italian Pediatric Society and the Italian Society of Preventive and Social Pediatrics recently published the consensus "Vitamin D in pediatric age" to provide a practical approach to vitamin D supplementation for Italian infants, children and adolescents [6] . Supplementation should be recommended in all infants in the first year of life, independently of the type of feeding. Subsequently, supplementation should be individualized on the basis of the presence of risk factors for vitamin D deficiency. Particularly, supplementation is suggested from the end of fall to the beginning of spring in children and adolescents with reduced sun exposure during summer, while continuous supplementation should be proposed in cases of permanent risk factors for deficiency.
Subclinical hypothyroidism (SH) is defined by the presence of TSH levels above the upper limit of the reference range, in the presence of normal FT4 values. The incidence of SH in the pediatric population is about 2,9% [1] . The first diagnostic step in evaluating the thyroid function tests (TFTs) results is to use the correct reference range for age. In fact, the TSH and FT4 values are different according to the age of the patient. In the neonatal period, the TSH and FT4 values are much higher than subsequently. Second, the methods to measure TSH can be different and there are also intra-individual variations. For these reasons, it is important to obtain at least two different TFTs in order to make diagnosis of SH. Third, the blood tests should not be done during illnesses.
With the exclusion of the neonatal period, a TSH value higher than 5 mcU/ml with normal FT4 values can be considered diagnostic of SH. SH can be defined as mild (TSH 5-10 mcU/ml) and severe (TSH values >10 mcU/ml). The next important diagnostic step is to research the etiology. We need to take familiar anamnesis and patient's medical history, to test anti-thyroid antibodies (anti-tireoperoxidase and antithyroglobulin antibodies) and to do a thyroid ultrasound. We have to differentiate between autoimmune and nonautoiummune forms. Autoimmune SH presents a higher risk of evolution toward overt hypothyroidism compared to non-autoimmune SH (39,1% versus 13,6% after a 3-year follow-up) [2] . Non autoimmune SH can be due to persistent neonatal hyperthyrotropinemia, genetic defects (TSHR, DUOX2, Thyroglobulin variants), iodine deficiency, drugs (anti-epileptic drugs, caffeine..), syndromes (Down syndrome, Turner syndrome, Di George syndrome, Pseudohypoparathyroidism), and obesity. SH in obese children is usually reversible and should be managed with lifestyle measures that encourage weight loss. Finally, when all the known etiologies have been excluded, we talk about idiopathic SH. Idiopathic SH rarely evolves toward overt hypothyroidism. Wasniewska et al. showed that 88% of patients with idiopathic SH normalized or maintained unchanged their TSH [3] . Idiopathic SH in children seems to be a benign and remitting process, with a low risk of progression to overt thyroid dysfunction [4] . Currently, there is no evidence to recommend treatment for all children with mild asymptomatic SH. The management of a child with SH should be individually tailored on several factors, such as the degree of the TSH elevation, the etiology, the presence of symptoms and risk factors.
Every year, thousands of adopted children arrive in Italy from all over the world: over 2000 in 2014 and 2015, 1872 in 2016, 1439 in 2017. These children mostly come from the Russian Federation, Colombia, Ethiopia, India, Hungary, Poland, Vietnam and China. According to CAI (Commission for International Adoptions) [1] , in the first quarter of 2018, 181 out of 273 adopted children (66%) had special needs: congenital malformations, genetic diseases, or infections (hepatitis, CMV, HIV) that are reported before adoption. When adopted children arrive in Italy, it is necessary to re-evaluate their health conditions and to verify their vaccination status. For this reason GLNBM-SIP has organized a network of 22 centers in Italy specializing in international adoption where children's health is evaluated according to a special adoption protocol and targeted to the area of origin [2] . In 2016-2017, GLNBM's hospitals evaluated 2516 children (76% of the 3310 adopted minors who arrived in Italy during the same period). Many of these children were affected by malformations, had outcomes of congenital infections, parasite infestations or TB disease; several cases reach early puberty soon after adoption. The majority of adopted children were inadequately vaccinated. In addition to the health evaluation of adopted children, 10 Centers perform training activities for adoptive parents that focus, in particular, on health risk evaluation as well as consultancies for interested institutions, and for local social assistant services. More recently, in order to respond the increased number of requests from adoptive parents and institutions, some co-workers of the GLNBM started to offer long-distance consultations in cases of children with Special Needs and pathologies declared only at the time of meeting with the adoptive parents. A network of hospitals, territorial services, Courts for minors, CAI and other agencies is required to effectively accommodate the needs of children and adoptive families. At present in Italy only some Regions and Autonomous Provinces have established regulations concerning the health care of adopted children, however, at the national level there has yet to be any legislation on this. The Italian Society of Pediatrics together with the CAI can play a key role in helping launch concrete actions to promote legislations aimed at protecting the health of adopted children as well as offering training and support to couples in their difficult parental roles.
